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DV-CP706B 
 6-Disc Carousel DVD Player

Mix and match up to 6-discs in Chain mode or Party mode (only 
plays music discs). Features 14-bit video D/A converter, VLSC 
circuitry, RIHD integration and 1080p upconversion with HDMI.

#ONDVCP706B ..................................................... Call or Log-on

DVD-S48 DVD Player

Progressive scan player with multi-format playback, plus can record 
audio files from a CD onto a USB device as an MP3 format. Front 
panel USB 2.0 port allows playback of music and photos.
#PADVDS48 ........................................................................ 38.00

VW-BN01 Portable DVD Burner

Lets you record video from a 
camcorder via USB 2.0 onto a 
DVD disc that can be played in 
home DVD players. VW-BN01 
can also serve as a DVD/CD 
player by connecting it to your 
HDTV. Works with the support of the camcorder’s output, but can 
connect to your PC as well. Copy video that has been edited on 
your PC, directly to a DVD disc. (PAVWBN01) .......................129.00

DVD-S68 DVD Player

Steps up from the DVD-S48 with 1080p HD up-conversion and 
features multiple operation with single remote (HDMI-CEC) and 
Dolby Digital for high quality audio. (PADVDS68) ....................48.00

DVD-E360P DVD Player

Progressive scan DVD player, the DVD-E360 plays multiple for-
mats and features CD ripping, slow motion, digital photo viewer 
(JPEG) and EZ View. 
#SADVDE360 ...................................................................... 34.99

DVD-C500 DVD Player

Steps up with 1080p up-conversion via HDMI output. It can play 
through scratches, smudges and tilts, and is also dustproof — it 
actually removes dust while the disc is rotating. (SADVDC500) 49.99

DVD-C350 DVD Player

Plays DVD, DVD-R/RW, DVD+R/RW, CD and CD-R/RW discs and 
MP3, WMA, JPEG and MPEG-4 formats. Enjoy a widescreen view 
without black letterbox bars on 4:3 TV. (SADVDC350) ............39.99

DR430 DVD Recorders 

Archive home movies to DVD, plus enhance them with 1080p up 
conversion via HDMI. Front DV input makes it easy to dub from 
your DV camcorder.
#TODR430 ...................................................................... 119.99

SD4300 • SD5300 DVD Players

Multiformat playback capability, progressive scan outputs, 
JPEG photo viewer in a slim stylish chassis. The SD5300 adds 
1080p up-conversion via HDMI output and is DivX certified. 

TOSD4300 ..... Call or Log-on TOSD5300 .....Call or Log-on

DVD224

Progressive scan player with with component video output.  Plays 
disc with MP3, JPEG files. Compact and slim, it offers parental lock 
NTSC/PAL playback and 100-240VAC dual voltage. Includes a full-
feature remote control.
#CODVD224BLK ...................................................................28.67

DVD288  

Progressive scan player with 1080p Upconversion and HDMI 
output. Plays DVD-Video, DVD+R/W, DVD-R/W, CD, CD-R/W, and 
JPEG formats. Includes remote control.  

#CODVD288 ....................................................................... 35.26

DVR620 DVD Recorder/VCR Combo

The DVR620 step-up from the DR430 recorder with the addition 
of a built-in VHS VCR. Bi-directional dubbing lets you copy from 
tape to disc, or vice versa, with the push of one button.
#TODVR620 .................................................................... 199.00
SD-V296 DVD/VCR Combo Player  (TOSDV296) ................... 99.99

DVP3560/F7 DVD Player

Feature packed, the it offers HDMI 1080p upscaling, progressive 
scan, Hi-Speed USB 2.0 link plays video and music from USB flash 
drives and is DivX Ultra certified. For convenienece, it converts the 
contents from your CDs to MP3 files. 

PHDVP3560 ................................................................................. 

Panasonic 
DMP-BDT110GA (PADMPBDT110G) ................................... 295.00
DMR-ES18 (PADMRES18E) ................................................ 249.00
DMR-EH59GA-K w/250GB HDD (PADMREH59) .................. 319.95
DMR-EH69GA-K w/320GB HDD (PADMREH69) .................. 415.00

Pioneer
DV-3022KV (PIDV3022KV) ................................................... 64.95
DV-430V-K (PIDV430VK) ...................................................... 84.95
DV-610AVS (PIDV610AVS) .................................................... 99.95

Multisystem DVD Players & Recorders

DVHP 9110

Ultra slim, compact player it 
features error correction, video 
output, USB 2.0 input and 
multi-format DVD playback. It 
also offers fast scan, zoom, multi-language/subtitle support, full-
function remote, parental lock control, and an amber LED display. 
#IMDVHP9110 .................................................................... 36.58

DVP-SR210P DVD Player

Can play back damaged or warped DVDs without a degradation of 
picture quality. Offers DVD±R/RW, CD, MP3 and JPEG playback,  
fast/slow playback with sound, Instant Replay/Advance (480p), 
coaxial digital output, video EQ and TV Virtual Sound.

#SODVPSR210P ................................................................ 34.50

DVP-SR510H 1080p Upscaling DVD Player

Steps up from the DVP-SR210P with 1080p up-conversion via 
HDMI. Also compatible with DVD-R/RW and DVD+R DL, plus 
WMA, AAC, LPCM, and MPEG1 (Cyber-shot movie), formats.

#SODVPSR510H ................................................................. 43.00

DV-2022K Multi-System DVD Player

Play CD and DVD formats, as well as DivX, MP3, WMA and JPEG 
files from a disc. Extract files from a disc to USB (MP3, DivX, JPEG, 
WMA) without the use of a PC. Karaoke mic lets you host sing-
alongs with friends and family and even note individual scores and 
record your songs to USB. (PIDV2022K) ................................. 49.50
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DMP-BD77 • BD87 Blu-ray Disc Players

Full HD 1080p/24 playback for cinematic picture quality. Connect 
to the web and take advantage of BD Live extra features. Support 
streaming from online services. Otherwise the same, the DMP-BD87 
has built-in Wi-Fi and the DMP-BD77 is wireless ready.

#PADMPBD77 ................ 88.00 #PADMPBD87 ............. 108.00

DMP-BBT01 • DMP-BDT220 • DMP-BDT320 • DMP-BDT500 
Full HD 3D Blu-ray Disc Players

They feature VOD 24p output, Smartphone remote control capability, 2D-to-3D 
up-conversion and built-in Wi-Fi.  VIERA Connect utilizes cloud technology to  
present an unlimited number of entertainment, social networking, gaming, 
health & fitness, sports and news sites. The DMP-BBT01 has a slim design  
and a unique slot-in drive. It comes with a stand and can be operated  
vertically or horizontally. The DMP-BDT220, DMP-BDT320 and DMP-BDT500  
step up with a 192kHz/32bit audio DAC, while the BDT500 includes high grade  
audio parts to reproduce audio content that is faithful to the original. The BDT500  
also provides for 7.1 channel output and includes twin HDMI outputs, allowing one to be  
dedicated for audio output. The DMP-BDT320 has a slim design,unique slot-in drive and Smart Eco Sensor  
which detects the user’s movement and switches to the quick start mode (boot time 0.5 seconds) automatically.

DMP-BBT01 (PADMPBBT01) .............................................248.00 DMP-BDT220 (PADMPBDT220) .........................................133.00
DMP-BDT320 (PADMPBDT320) .........................................178.00 DMP-BDT500 (PADMPBDT500) ......................................... 328.00

BP 220 Blu-ray Disc Player  

Features Full HD 1080p, Dolby TrueHD & DTS-HD Master Audio, 
1080p upscaling and supports HDMI version 1.4, Deep Color and 
xvYCC for exceptional imaging. Offers wired Internet connectivity, 
LG Smart TV, Smart Phone Remote App (iOS/Android), USB  Host, 
CD to USB recording and SimpLink Connectivity (LGBP220) ....89.99 

BDP-S185 • BDP-S390 • BDP-S590 Blu-ray Disc Players

Sony’s Blu-ray Disc players offer Full HD 1080p playback, DVD 
Upscaling to near-HD quality and online connectivity via LAN. They 
also offer BD Live and BONUSVIEW, I/P noise reduction, Dolby TrueHD 
and DTS-HD decoding, front-panel USB port and BRAVIA sync. The quick 
start BDP-S390 steps-up with built-in Wi-Fi, PartyStreaming Mode, Stream Internet 
Apps, Sony Media Remote App, is DLNA-Certified and lets you socialize over Facebook and Twitter. Last, 
the BDP-S590 can upconvert from 2D to 3D and lets you bring your favorite videos, photos, and music to TV using the two USB inputs. 

#SOBDPS185 ..................................98.00 #SOBDPS390 ................................128.00 #SOBDPS590 ................................148.00

3D-Ready Blu-ray Disc Players
Disc to Digital lets you turn DVDs into digital 
content, allowing you to share on multiple 

devices in the home and on the go. They can up-convert DVDs to 
pristine Full HD 1080p. They include a full web browser and a 
wealth of web-based content and services through Samsung’s Smart 
Hub. Built-in Wi-Fi allows convenient access to a variety of web-based content 
and connectivity options, while WiFi devices can connected directly without a wireless 
access point. Only slightly larger than a Blu-ray disc, the BD-ES6000 is perfect for any room 
where space is at a premium. It sports sports a cubic form factor and stylish multi-layered pattern 
design on the top of its cabinet. With 2 HDMI inputs, the BD-E6500 streamlines connections to the TV. It also features a two-tone design that 
accentuates its slimness. A bright but unobtrusive Mystic Blue lighting feature serves as an elegant accent to unite the two parts together. 

BD-E5300 (SABDE5300) ..................89.99  BD-E5700 (SABDE5700) ................ 117.99 BD-E5900 (SABDE5900)...............147.99
BD-E6500 (SABDE6500) ................................................... 197.99 BD-ES6000 (SABDES6000) ...............................................177.99

DBP-2012UDCI 
Universal Blu-ray / DVD / CD Player

•  Plays Blu-ray, DVS-Video, DVD-Audio, SACD and music CDs 
• Supports 3D source material   • Full HD 1080p/24 Video Output
• Blu-ray Profile 2.0 and full network functionality. • HDMI Control
#DEDBP2012UDC.............................................................. 899.99
#DEDBP2012UDP (includes rack kit ...................................... 899.00

BDX2300 • BDX3300 • BDX5300 2D and 3D Full HD Blu-ray Disc Players

Featuring an Aero™ Design, Toshiba’s players double as both  
high-quality Blu-ray and DVD players and fully connected A/V  
streaming devices. They feature 1080p full HD playback,  
Dolby True HD and DTS HD for 7.1 channel surround, HDMI and  
USB Video ports. A/V streaming applications include Netflix, VUDU, YouTube and more.  
They also include the Vudu Apps aggregation service for access to dozens of additional 
Internet widgets. DLNA interface allows access content from other DLNA-compatible devices.  
Connecting a player to any TV instantly connects that room to the home network, and allows access to all of one’s stored A/V content. Enjoy 
videos, music, photos and more  from a USB flash drive. The BDX2300 is Wi-Fi ready and includes silver Aero wing and low profile design. 
BDX3300 has built-in Wi-Fi. The 3D BDX5300 adds a wider 430mm chassis to better match other A/V components and has built-in Wi-Fi. 

BD-S673BL 3D Blu-ray Disc Player w/Wi-Fi

Full HD 1080p/24 HDMI output for a more cinematic picture. Use 
the Ethernet port or built-in Wi-Fi to connect to the interactive, 
content-rich world of BD-Live  Instantly stream movies and TV 
shows, Supports YouTube Leanback so you can see web video 
clips on the big screen. Additional features include dual USB ports 
and DLNA certification. (YABDS673BL) ............................... 329.95

BDX2300 (TOBDX2300) .................... 79.95 BDX3300 (TOBDX3300) .................... 88.95 BDX5300 (TOBDX5300)  .................. 119.95

THX-certified to meet the most demanding standards for home 
theater playback. Ethernet port enables BD-Live features, while SD 
card slot lets you play back additional stills and video. Stellar HD 
video with NSV processing and 1080p upconversion.  
#ONBDSP809 ....................................................... Call or Log-on

BD-SP809

BDP-S790 4K and 3D Blu-ray Disc Player 
With utra-high resolution of 4096 x 2160 pixels, every detail comes through in full 
clarity. From 3D entertainment in stunning HD to Skype video capabilities and online 
streaming, this player keeps you connected and entertained. Enjoy a cinema-like 3D 

experience in your own home. Connect to Sony Entertainment Network via built-in Wi-Fi. Slim chassis and sleek finish blend with any home 
theater setup. (SOBDPS790) ........................................................................................................................................................... 248.00

LG  BP320 Blu-ray Disc Player (LGBP320) ...........................119.99
LG BP520 3D-Capable Blu-ray Disc Player (LGBP520) .........119.99
LG BP620 3D Blu-ray Disc Player (LGBP620) ......................139.99 
Pioneer BDP-150 Blu-ray Player (PIBDP150) ......................179.00
Sharp BD-AMS20U 3D Blu-ray Disc Player (SHBDAMS20) ...149.99
Toshiba  BDX2150 Blu-ray Disc Player (TOBDX2150) ............74.95
Toshiba  BDX2250 Blu-ray Disc Player  (TOBDX2250) .............Disc
Toshiba  BDX4150 Blu-ray Disc Player (TOBDX4150) ............89.99
Yamaha BD-S473BL Blu-ray Disc Player (YABDS473BL) .....199.95 
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AVR-1513 5.1-Channel (75w x 5ch) 3D Pass Through Home Theater Receiver
Features four HDMI  inputs and one output, 3D pass-through technology, and  
supports Dolby TrueHD and DTS-HD Master Audio. Vibration resistant construction 
ensures quality audio reproduction. Connect an iPod via the front-panel mini jack, 
or a camcorder or tablet via front-panel HDMI input and enjoy videos, photos, 
and music. The receiver also restores compressed music to their original 
pre-compressed quality. Offers an intuitive graphical user interface (GUI), plus a 
“Setup Assistant” that prompts you through the initial setup, making it a breeze.  

AVR-1613  
5.1-Channel (75w x 5ch) A/V Receiver 

Stepping up with five HDMI inputs, the AVR-1613 is an integrated 
Network AV Receiver that lets you listen to Internet radio or wire-
lessly stream music via AirPlay from your iTunes library on your 
iPad, iPhone, iPod Touch, or computer. Front panel USB input 
offers direct digital play for iPod, iPhone, and USB drives. The re-
ceiver also features a full package of Audyssey audio technologies:  
Audyssey Dynamic Volume offers real-time volume adjustment, 
while Audyssey DynamicEQ improves surround effects during low 
volume levels. Audyssey MultEQ automatically sets speakers to 
suit your room’s listening environment and the speakers 
 characteristics. The receiver is also DLNA 1.5 certified and 
compatible with PCs running Microsoft Windows 7.

AVR-1713
5.1-Channel (80w x 5ch) A/V Receiver 

Steps-up with six HDMI inputs and power amps with discrete 
circuits for high-quality sound. In addition, the AVR-1713 supports 
multi-zone operation, allowing two different audio sources to be 
enjoyed in separate rooms at the same time.

AVR-1913  

7.1-Channel (90w x 7ch) A/V Receiver
Steps-up with built-in 1080p upscaler, the ability to reassign power 
amps for a variety of listening styles, and a Dolby Pro Logic IIz  
decoder that provides richer spatial expression. With the option of 
two additional height channels, it adds a vertical dimension to the 
soundstage, providing more immersive surround sound.

AG-790A 200-Watt Stereo Receiver
Provides 100W per 
channel (x2), and AM/FM 
tuner with 30 FM and 30 
AM presets. Includes full 
function remote control.

#TEAG790A .....................................................................124.95
T-R670 AM/FM Stereo Tuner (TETR670) ............................124.95

Ion
Tape Express Portable Cassette– to –MP3 Player (IOTE) .....36.36

Teac 
AD-800 CD Player & Auto Reverse Deck (TEAD800) ...........199.95

Denon
DRA-297 AM/FM Stereo Receiver (DEDRA297) ...................299.99

Pyle Pro 
PT260A 200w AM/FM Stereo Receiver (PYPT260A) ........... Log-on
PD1000A 1000w AM/FM Receiver (PYPD1000A) .................154.00

Sony 
STR-DH520 7.1 Channel 3D AV Receiver (SOSTRDH520) ....248.00
STR-DH720 7.1 Channel 3D AV Receiver (SOSTRDH720) ....328.00
STR-DH830 A/V Receiver (SOSTRDH830) ........................... 398.00
STR-DN1030 7.2-Ch. Wi-Fi A/V Receiver (SOSTRDN1030) ..498.00

Yamaha 
CRX-322 CD Receiver (YACRX332BL) .................................249.95
BRX-610 Network A/V Receiver (YABRX610BL) ................... Log-on
R-S300 Natural Sound Stereo Receiver (YARS300BL) ..........279.95
R-S500 Natural Sound Stereo Receiver (YARS500BL) .......... 349.95
R-S700 Natural Sound Stereo Receiver (YARS700BL) .......... 499.95

Cassette Decks

Power Amplifiers

AMP100 
100w Watt Stereo Power Amplifier 

• 100w stereo power 
• A, B, A+B speaker selector switches
• Auto-on signal sensing   
• 5-Way binding posts
• 2 pair stereo (RCA) inputs, one pair stereo outputs

#AUAMP100 ....................................................................... 99.00

AMP102 2 x 50w/Channel Power Amp (A(AUAMP102) ........139.95
AMP110 2 x 75w/Channel Power Amp (AUAMP110) ...........251.88
AMP210 2 x 90w/Channel Power Amp (AUAMP210)  ......... 335.00
AMP310 2 x 150w/Channel Power Amp  (AUAMP310) .......449.95

Audioengine 
N22 Premium Desktop Audio Amplifier (AUN22) .................199.00

Onkyo 
M-282 Stereo Amplifier (ONM282) ........................Call or Log-on
A-5VL Integrated Amplifier (ONA5VL) .....................Call or Log-on

Pyle-Pro  
PCA4 Mini 2 x 120w Stereo Power Amp (PYPCA4) ............. Log-on
PTAU23 80w Stereo Amp w/ USB/Aux inputs (PYPTAU23)  Log-on
PCAU33  75w x 2 Stereo Power Amplifier (PYPCAU33) ...... Log-on

Yamaha 
A-S300BL Integrated Amplifier (YAAS300BL) .....................329.95
A-S500BL Integrated Amplifier (YAAS500BL) .....................399.95

TX-SR313 • TX-NR414 
 5.1-Channel Home Theater Receiver • 5.1-Channel Network Receiver 

They feature Onkyo’s powerful WRAT (Wide Range Amplifier Technology) for reduced 
signal noise and superb performance with minimal distortion. They have four 
(TX-SR313) or six (TX-NR414) HDMI inputs, analog and digital connections, and a 
front-panel USB port. They support 3D video, Dolby TrueHD and DTS-HD Master 
Audio™ decoding and ARC all through an easy-to-use interactive OSD. Whether via 
Ethernet or wireless via optional UWF-1 adapter, the TX-NR414 lets you enjoy a vast 
selection of internet radio stations, streaming audio from ‘Cloud’ services or connect 
to computers and other devices on the network. The TX-NR414 also includes Insta-
Prevue, which provides on-screen video thumbnails to show the content currently available on HDMI-connected components making input 
source selection easy. 

TX-NR515 • TX-NR616 7.2-Channel Network Receivers
The TX-NR515 and THX® Select2 Plus certified TX-NR616 step up with eight HDMI inputs plus two outputs and upscaling to 1080p (and up 
to 4K scaling when used with a compatible 4K display). They provide a more realistic movie or gaming experience. Users can also connect 
two subwoofers via parallel pre-outs in a 7.2-channel set-up. Audyssey 2EQ room acoustic correction ensures the best possible performance 
in any listening space. They also offer Dolby Pro Logic IIz expansion to incorporate Front Height channels, and to convert stereo sources to 
surround sound. The TX-NR616 also includes Audyssey DSX expansion for additional Front Wide or Height channels. Additional USB port can 
be used for the optional UWF-1 adapter leaving the front-side USB free for iPod and iPhone. 
TX-SR313 (ONTXSR313) .......................................  Call or Log-on
TX-NR414 (ONTXNR414) ....................................... Call or Log-on
TX-NR515 (ONTXNR515) ....................................... Call or Log-on

TX-NR616 (ONTXNR616) ....................................... Call or Log-on
TX-NR717 (ONTXNR717) ........................................ Call or Log-on
TX-NR818 (ONTXNR818) ......................................  Call or Log-on 

DS-A4 Dock for iPod/iPhone with remote (ONDSA4) ....................................................................................................................... Log-on

TX-8255 2-Channel Stereo Receiver (ONTX8255) ..............Log-on
TX-8050 Network Stereo A/V Receiver (ONTX8050) ............Log-on

UP-A1 Remote Interactive Dock for iPod (ONUPA1) .............Log-on
UWF-1 Wireless USB Network Adapter (ONUWF1) ...............Log-on

Onkyo Stereo Receivers and A/V Receiver Accessories

AVR-2113CI • AVR-2313CI 
7.1- and 7.2-Channel 4K & 3D Pass Through, Networking Home Theater Receivers with AirPlay
Stepping up, the AVR-2113CI features seven discrete 95w channels of equal power for dynamic sound and has advanced circuitry to convert 
all video signals to 4K (3840 x 2160 pixels)—or 4x the picture quality of 1080p.  It also incorporates Audyssey MultEQ XT which creates an 
optimal acoustic profile for your home theater. It also has an intuitive user interface with Setup Assistant and Denon Remote App, and has 
multi-room capability so you can enjoy audio playback in your home theater and another room at the same time. Otherwise the same, the 
AVR-2313CI offers seven discrete 105w channels of equal power and has two HDMI outputs to connect a variety of devices. 

AVR-1513  (DEAVR1513) ..................249.99
AVR-1613 (DEAVR1613 ....................399.99

AVR-1713 (DEAVR1713) ...................449.99
AVR-1913 (DEAVR1913) ...................579.00

AVR-2113CI (DEAVR2113CI) .............649.00
AVR-2313CI (DEAVR2313CI) .............899.00
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HK 3390 • HK 3490 Stereo Receivers
The HK 3390 (2x 80W) delivers all the subtlety of an original musical performance, 
whether reproduced from vinyl or an MP3 player. Also features phono preamp, video 
switching, dual subwoofer outputs, AM/FM tuner, 7 audio inputs and four composite 
video inputs including a front-panel input for games and MP3 players. The 2x 120W
HK 3490 adds digital audio inputs, Dolby Virtual Speaker and Headphone technology, 
and is XM-ready. Add The Bridge II to connect your iPod. 

HK 3390 (HAHK3390) ....................................................... 240.00 HK 3490 (HAHK3490) ...................................................... 449.00

AVR 2600 • AVR 3600 
7.1-Channel A/V Receivers with HDMI Repeater, Audio/Video Processing and 1080p Upscaling 

The AVR 2600 features four 3D compatible HDMI v.1.4a inputs and one output, two 
HDTV-ready component video inputs, six digital inputs, coax digital output, auxiliary 
input for connecting MP3 players, and a USB port for firmware upgrade. Supports 
DTS-HD, DTS-HD Master Audio, and offers Faroudja DCDi Cinema video processing 
with 1080p upscaling, multiroom audio, and surround back amplifier channels
configurable for 2nd-zone amplification. Connects to the The Bridge III for playback, 

control and charging of iPod/iPhone. IR remote extension jacks for amp control when placed in a cabinet, and improves playback quality of 
compressed audio streams. Otherwise the same, the AVR 3600 is equipped with 7.1 preamp outputs, allowing the use of external amplifiers.

AVR 2600 65 Watts x 7 (HAAVR2600) ............................... 499.00 AVR 3600 80 Watts x 7 (HAAVR3600) ............................... 699.00 

VSX-522-K • VSX-822-K 5.1-Channel 3D Ready AV Receivers 

3D Ready with HDMI 1.4 connectivity, the VSX-522-K and VSX-822-K support Dolby 
True HD, DTS Master and Dolby ProLogic IIz height channel, and enhance compressed 
audio files. They have a front-panel USB port and are Made for iPhone Certified. They 
also offer MCACC (Multi-Channel Acoustic Calibration) which optimizes the speakers. 
The network-ready VSX-822-K allows full integration into your home network, with 
Windows 7 and DLNA 1.5 certification; a puts a world off entertainment options are 
your fingertips. Also includes Pioneer’s exclusive ControlApp and is Bluetooth-ready. 

VSX-1022-K • VSX-1122-K 7.1-and 7.2-Channel 3D Ready AV Receivers 

•  Stepping up, VSX-1022-K features 1080p HDMI up-conversion, 
whle the VSX-1122-K features Pioneer’s free iControlAV2012 
app, a full-color user interface via HDMI on your connected TV 
and an interactive owner’s manual that takes all the guesswork 
out of setting up your receiver. 

VSX-522-K (PIVSX522K)  ................................................... 249.99
VSX-822-K (PIVSX822K) .................................................... 379.99
VSX-1022-K (PIVSX1022K) ................................................. 449.99
VSX-1122K (PIVSX1122K) ................................................... 599.99

RX Series

The 5.1-channel RX-V373, RX-V473,  7.1-channel RX-V573 and 
7.2-channel RX-V673 and RX-V773WA (with Wi-Fi) all feature 
support for pass-through of ultra high resolution 4K video; are 
3D-capable with Audio Return Channel (ARC) and 1080p HDMI 
compatible inputs; and offer HD Audio decoding of Dolby TrueHD 
and DTS HD content. They also offer Yamaha’s Compressed Music 
Enhancer technology which restores lost detail in compressed 
music files and have a front panel USB iPod/iPhone input. YPAO 
(Yamaha Parametric Room Acoustic Optimizer) uses a small mic 
and sophisticated equalization to automatically set the best sound 
for your room, wherever your speakers are placed.

RX-V373 100w x 5-Channels (YARXV373BL) .....................249.95
RX-V473 115w x 5-Channels (YARXV473BL) .....................399.95
RX-V573 115w x 7-Channels YARXV573BL) ......................499.95
RX-V673 90w x 7-Channels ((YARXV673BL) ......................599.95
RX-V773WA 95w x 7-Channels (YARXV773WAB) ...............799.95

PS-LX300USB  
USB Stereo Turntable 
•  Efficient belt-drive system

provides accurate play and 
control. 

•  USB output for connection and 
archiving to PCs, iPod, USB audio devices (software is included). 

• 33 1/3 and 45 RPM record playback
#SOPSLX300USB ...............................................................128.00

Audio-Technica
AT-LP60 Fully Automatic Belt-Drive Turntable (AUATLP60) .... 71.95
AT-LP60USB Automatic Belt-Drive Turntable(AUATLP60USB)105.95

Crosley Radio 
CR6005 Tech Turntable (CRCR6005A) ................................. 69.99
CR6007A Encoding Turntable (CRCR6007AMA) .....................81.74
CR6002A Revolution Turntable (CR6002ABK) ........................87.00
CR6016A Spinnerette USB Turntable (CR6016ABL) ...............115.00
CR6001 Archiver USB Turntable (CRCR6001ABK) .................172.99

 
 Califone 1005 Record Player w/Speaker (CA1005AV) .........151.75
Denon DP-29F Fully Automatic Turntable (DEDP29F).......... 149.00
Ion  Quick Play Flash Conversion Turntable (IOQUICKPLYFL) ...69.99
Numark PT01USB - Portable DJ Turntable (NUPT01USB) .......84.99
Pioneer PL-990 Turntable (PIPL990) ................................. 149.00
Sony PS-LX250H Turntable (SOPSLX250H) ...........................98.00

Turntables

DX-C390 
6-disc CD Carousel Changer

•  Up to 5-disc 
changing with 
uninterrupted 
playback

•  Plays CD-R/RW,
MP3; compatible with Red Book Audio CD

• Optical/coaxial digital audio outputs
• Wired and wireless remote control
#ONDXC390 ......................................................... Call or Log-on
 

 CD Players & Recorders

Teac 
CDRW890 CD Recorder (TECDRW890) ................................159.99
PD-D2610 5CD Changer (TEPDD2610) ................................104.95

 Tivoli
Model CD in Black / Silver  (TICDBS) .................................. 299.99
Model CD in Metallic Taupe (TICDQ) ................................... 299.99
MCDPIANO Platinum Series Model CD Player
in Black/Silver (TIMCDPBS) or Dark Walnut (TIMCDPWB) ....... 399.99

 Yamaha
CD-C600 5-Disc CD Changer (YACDC600BL)...................... 329.95

AVENTAGE A/V Receivers

The AVENTAGE series brings studio-grade sound and sophisticated 
video enhancements to the home for exceptional audio and video 
quality. They use  A.R.T. (Anti-Resonance Technology) with a fifth 
foot in the center of the unit to dampen vibrations from the power 
transformer, power transistors and heat sinks as well as vibrations 
that might be caused by the sound from your speakers. 
They also feature 4K video upscaling, advanced auto-calibration 
(YPAO w/R.S.C.) to ensure audio accuracy, and expanded Apple 
connectivity with AirPlay. Enjoy unrivaled access with your tablet 
using Yamaha’s AV Controller App (iOS/Android/Kindle Fire).  
 
RX-A720: 90w x 7 Channels (YARXA720BL) ......................649.95
RX-A820: 100w x 7 Channels (YARXA820BL) ....................849.95
RX-A1020: 120w x 7 Channels (YARXA1020BL) ...............1099.95
RX-A2020: 140w x 9 Channels (YARXA2020BL)...............1599.95
RX-A3020: 150w x 9 Channels (YARXA3020BL)...............1999.95

Profile LP 
Vinyl-Archiving USB Turntable
•  Use as a regular record player, 

plays 33-1/3 and 45 RPM 
speeds

•  Or connect to a computer via 
USB and transfer your vinyl 
records to hard drive. 

• Includes vinyl conversion software for Mac and Win 
#IOPFLP ..............................................................................65.00

Vinyl-Archiving USB Turntable
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AW826 Wireless Lantern-Style
Outdoor Speaker
Features a stylish lantern-

style design with a classic aged copper look. 
3” woofer and 2” tweeter provide clear sound 
with a wide frequency response. Connect 
wirelessly to your home stereo, computer, 
MP3 player, or other device up to 150’ away.   
Switch lets you choose to use it as a stand-
alone speaker, or with additional speakers. 
#ACAW825 ........................................................................ 74.95

NS-AW150: 5” 130W All-Weather Bookshelf Speakers in  
White (YANSAW150W) or Black (YANSAW150B) ..................... 79.95

NS-AW190: 5” 120w All-Weather Bookshelf Speakers in  
Black (YANSAW190BL)  or White  (YANSAW190WH) ................ 99.95

NS-AW194: Two-Way All-Weather Bookshelf Speakers in  
Black (YANSAW194BL) or  White (YANSAW194WH) ................. 99.95

NS-AW294: Two-Way All-Weather Bookshelf Speakers in  
Black (YANSAW294BL) or  White)  (YANSAW294WH) ............. 149.95

NS-AW350: 6.5” 130W All-Weather Bookshelf Speakers in  
White (YANSAW350W) or Black (YANSAW350B) Log-on

NS-AW390: 6.5” Outdoor Speakers in White (YANSAW390WH) or 
Black (YANSAW390BL) ...................................................... 149.95

NS-AW392: 5” Angled Speakers in White (YANSAW392WH) or 
Black (YANSAW392BL) ...................................................... 199.95

131 Marine Speakers 
Flush-mounted speakers with 
special enclosures designed for 
consistent sound quality in harsh 
marine environments. It will let 
you enjoy quality sound on your 
boat just as you do at home. 

#BO131MSSW ................238.00

SoundWare Indoor/Outdoor Speaker 
Delivers a full, clear, and tight sound re-
sponse. Features unique polyhedron shape, 
pivoting bracket design, and the ability to 
withstand full exposure to the elements.  
Compact and rugged it has a 4-1/2” driver, 
3/4”silk-dome tweeter, 100W of power, and 
a paintable grille/housing. (BOSWW) .................................... 99.99

N-24AWM2 Northridge Series   
4” 2-Way 100w Bookshelf Speaker 
Weather-resistant speakers with 
high-impact molded enclosure. 
PolyPlas cone woofer, high- 
temperature, oversized Kapton 
voice coil, HeatScape motor 
structure and JBL’s custom- 
designed drivers reproduce 
sound with unmatched clarity and power.
#JBN24AWM2 (sold as pair) ................................... Call or Log-on
#JBN26AWM2 (N-26AWM2 6” 2-way 125w (sold as pair) ....... 279.00

Primus® Series 
Passive Speakers
Realism and subtlety beyond what you’ve 
known. Drivers use proprietary Metal Matrix 
Diaphragm (MMD) technology to deliver 
accurate audio reproduction with low 
distortion for natural, lifelike sound. A 
tweeter waveguide provides a wide sweet 
spot for excellent on-and-off-axis high 
frequency response.
4” 2-Way Bookshelf Speaker (INP143BK) .............................. 99.00
5.25” 2-Way Bookshelf Speaker (INP153BK) ....................... 109.00
5.25” 2-Way Center Channel Speaker (INPC251BK) ............Log-on
5.25” 3-Way Center-Channel (INPC351BK) ......................... 275.00
5.25” 2-Way Floorstanding Speaker (INP253BK) ................. 149.00
6.5” 2-Way Bookshelf (INP163BK)...................................... 139.00 
6.5” 3-Way Floorstanding Speaker (INP363BK) ................... 329.00
150W 8” Active Subwoofer (INPS28BK) .............................. 299.99
400W 12” Active Subwoofer (INPS312BK) .......................... 499.00 

AW880 
Wireless Indoor Stereo Speakers 
Enjoy music 

anywhere. Transmits stereo 
audio over a 900MHz band to 
reach the speakers up to 150’ 
away. Each speaker features a 
3” woofer, 1.5” tweeter, push 
button auto-lock tuning, and a 
left/right/mono selector switch. Each 
has a 10W amp for strong performance with low distortion.
#ACAW880 .............................................................................128.57

A5+ 
       5” Active 2-Way Speaker System  
Consists of an 150w active 
left and a passive right 
speaker connected via 
gold-plated 5-way binding 
posts. 5” Kevlar woofer and 
0.8” silk dome tweeter for 
high-quality audio output. 
RCA and 3.5mm inputs, 
RCA output and USB power/charging output. Speaker bottoms 
have a high-density isolation pad to reduce vibrations when used 
on a table or desk. They can be mounted on stands. They include 
remote control, cables and speaker bags. They are sold as a pair:
Iin Black (AUA5PB) or White (AUA5PW) ................................ 399.00
In  Bamboo (AUA5PBAM) ...................................................469.00

Compliment your system with the  
AS8 powered subwoofer. Features 
down-firing 8” long-throw woofer, 
250W Dual Class A/B amplifier, and a 
wide range of frequencies with superb 
sound quality and low distortion. 
 

In Black (AUAS8B)  or White (AUAS8W) ................................ 349.00

SoundWare XS 
Ultra-Compact 5.1-Channel System 
Five tiny 2-way 
satellite speakers. 
Mount them on 
a counter, flat on 
a wall or even in 
a corner where a 
wall meets the ceiling or floor. 100w powered subwoofer delivers 
deep, powerful bass with exceptionally low distortion.

In White (BOSNDWREX51W) or Black (BOSNDWREX51B) ....... 499.99
XS Satellite speakers in Black (BOSNDWREXS) .................ea. 69.99

TVee Model 25 
Soundbar Speaker and Wireless Subwoofer
Sized for 32” or 
larger flat-panel 
TV. Control with 
your current 
remote and 
connect with a single 
cable. Digital input (and 3.5mm aux input) 
and Dolby digital decoding provide an immersive experience, while 
the wireless down-firing subwoofer provides enhanced bass from 
anywhere in the room.
#BOTVM25 ...................................................................... 299.99
TVee Model 30 (BOTVM30)................................................ 699.99

ES SERIES
Cellulose-fiber cones reinforced 
with a polymer coating eliminates 
internal resonances, without 
increasing cone mass. Results in 
tighter, more precise bass and mid-
range reproduction. UHF 
drivers capable of 40kHz deliver 
high-end nuances you’ve probably never experienced before in 
recorded audio. Proprietary waveguides evenly disperse high 
frequencies, delivering more precise imaging over a wider listening 
area. Extremely thin yet very rigid titanium laminate dome ensures 
accurate, undistorted high frequency response, even at loud levels.

ES10B 3-Way Bookshelf Speaker- Pair (JBES10B).............. 159.95
ES25CB 3-way Center-Channel Speaker (JBES25CB) ......... 158.54
ES30B 3-way Bookshelf Speaker - sold as pair (JBES30B) .. 239.19
ES90B 4-way Floorstanding Speaker (JBES90B) ................. 269.98
ES150PB 10” 300w Powered Subwoofer(JBES150PB) ........ 299.00
ES150PWB Wireless Powered Subwoofer (JBES150PWB) ... 289.25

STUDIO L SERIES
Significant innovations combined with exclusive and 
time-proven JBL technologies, Studio L Series brings  
studio-quality sound to home listeners everywhere— 
and they are stylishly-designed with an elegant 
appearance that is as stunning as their performance. 

LC1 3-Way Dual 5-1/4” Center Speak in Black 
(JBLC1)   or Cherry (JBLC1CH).........................399.00
LC2 4-Way Dual 6” Wall-Mount Center Speaker in 
Black (JBLC2)  or Cherry  (JBLC2CH).............. 499.00
L810 5-1/4” 3-Way Bookshelf Speakers Pair (JBL810) 
550.00
L820 4-Way 6” Satellite Speakers - Pair in Black (JBL820) or 
Cherry (JBL820CH)............................................................650.00
L830 3-Way 6” Bookshelf Speakers - Pair in Black JBL830) or 
Cherry (JBL830CH)............................................................650.00
L880 4-Way Dual 6” Floor-standing Speaker in Black (JBL880) or 
Cherry (JBL880CH) ...........................................................599.00
L890 4-Way Dual 8” Floor-standing Speaker in Black (JBL890) or 
Cherry (JBL890CH) ...........................................................699.00

Studio Series
Studio 120c Dual 4” 2-Way Center Channel (JBS120CB) ... Log-on
Studio 130 4” 2-Way Bookshelf Speaker (Pair, (JBS130B)...299.00
Studio 180 6.5” 3-Way Floorstanding Speaker (JBS180B) ...349.00
Studio 190 Dual 6.5” 3-Way Floorstanding (JBS190B) ........449.00

Outdoor Speakers
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The stylish CS series deliver a full, clear, and tight sound response 
where space is limited. They offer high-frequency acoustical 
waveguide technology, space-saving flush-mount design, and a 
rubber surround cone woofer. They reproduce a full range of audio 
frequencies to complement a variety of your audio selections. Also, 
their frame and grille can be painted to match any decor.

CS60R: 61⁄2” 2-Way Round In-Ceiling Speaker (INCS60R) ......95.00
CS80R: 8” 2-Way Round In-Ceiling Speaker (INCS80R) ......119.95

ERS110II 61⁄2” 2-Way Round In-Ceiling (INERS110IIS) ............99.00
ERS110DT: 61⁄2”  2-Way Dual-Channel Ceiling (INERS110DT).. 139.00
ERS 310: 8” 2-Way Round In-Ceiling Speaker (INERS310) ..149.00
ERSHV250: Dual 5” 2-Way In-Wall (INERSHV250) ..............159.00

SOUNDPOINT SERIES
JBL’s SoundPoint  speakers deliver room-filling sound, yet are 
extremely compact with shallow mounting depths. They feature 
unique swivel-mount titanium laminate tweeter for crystal highs, 
and a rubber surround aluminum woofer for hgh power handling 
and tight, deep bass. They include a cutting template and inte-
grated dog-ear brackets for retrofit applications. And with rough-in 
frames available for new construction, installation is just as easy.

SP5 II: In-Wall 60 watts, 51⁄4” woofer (JBSP52) ..................199.00
SP6 II: In-Wall 80 watts, 61⁄2” woofer (JBSP62) ...................299.00
SP6C II: In-Ceiling 80 watts, 61⁄2” woofer (JBSP6C2)...........219.00
SP6CS II: In-Ceiling 100 watts, 61⁄2” woofer (JBSP6CS2) .....159.00
SP8 II: In-Wall 100 watts, 8” woofer (JBSP82) ....................369.00
SP8C II: In-Ceiling 100 watts, 8” woofer (JBSP8C2) ............279.00

HTI55 2-Way Dual 5” In-Wall Speaker (JBHTI55) ................109.99

Gallery G-17 Air 
AirPlay-enabled Speaker System
Go wireless and let your playlist 
roam free. Apple Airplay 
technology spreads your iTunes 
anywhere you want. Simply 
plug it into your wall, and connect 
wirelessly over an existing Wi-Fi network. 
The G-17 Air allows wireless access and playback of your iTunes 
libraries from your Apple smart device,such as an iPad, iPhone or 
iPod touch capable of running iOS 4.2. (KLG17).................. 499.00

Gallery G-42 Soundbar (KLG42) ......................................... 699.00 

Gallery G-28 
Flat Panel Speaker
Use as a left, center, right or 
surround speaker in a home  
theater sound system. 300w of 
power, 1” titanium tweeter 
and two 3.5” long-throw woof-
ers, as well as four 3.5” passive radiators. Use vertically or hori-
zontally with the included tempered glass base, or mount on the 
wall next to your TV. Features frameless and removable grille, wire 
management system and high-gloss black finish.
#KLG28 ............................................................................499.00
Gallery G-12 Flat Panel Speaker (KLG12) ............................199.00
Gallery G-16 Flat Panel Speaker (KLG16) .............................299.00

SB 300 2.1-Channel Soundbar 
Left and right speakers, 

100w amps and controls, all hidden 
inside the distinctive JBL 
Weave design. Included 
wireless subwoofer with 
an 8” down-firing driver 
interacts with your floor.  
Other features include  
3D surround processing, dual inputs and dual position EQ.  
#JBSB300 (includes credit-card sized remote control) ............. 499.00

Impact Series
Low Distortion Subwoofers
Affordable high-output, low distortion 
subwoofers, they feature beautiful 
cabinets with black gloss lacquer trim to 
fit in any decor, while their deep, 
defined bass brings movies and music 
to life. High quality crossover systems 
for a perfect match with the main speakers in the room. 

Impact-10 250W Powered Subwoofer (VEIMPACT10) ........ 399.00
Impact-12 275W Powered Subwoofer (VEIMPACT12) ......... 459.00

PCB3
Compact full-range mini 
cube speaker. The tiny 
housing contains a 3” paper 
cone driver capable of pro-
ducing a wide frequency 
response. The speaker has a total power handling capacity of 
100W. It is magnetically shielded for safe use near video monitors.

#PYPCB3BK .......................................................... Call or Log-on

Sony
CMT-BX20i Micro Hi-Fi Shelf System (SOCMTBX20I) ............109.00
CMT-FX300i Micro Hi-Fi System (SOCMTFX300I) ...................99.99
CMT-LX20i Micro Hi-Fi Component System (SOCMTLX20I) .....94.95
CMT-MX500i Micro Shelf System (SOCMTMX500I)...............130.84
MHC-EC69i Mini Hi-Fi Music System (SOMHCEC69IC2) ..........94.74
MHC-EC609iP 100W Music System (SOMHCEC609IP) ...........98.00
MHC-EC909iP Mini Shelf System (SOMHCEC909IP)..............198.00
LBT-ZX66i Muteki H-Fi Music System (SOLBTZX66I) ............448.00

Denon RCD-N7 Network Ready Receiver/CD Player with iPod Dock 
in White (DERCDN7) or Black (DERCDN7BK) ..........................599.99
Yamaha MCR-232 Mini-System (YAMCR232BL) .................299.95   
Yamaha  MCR-332 Mini-System (YAMCR332BL) ................349.95

MHC-EC709iP 
360w (RMS)
Mini Shelf System
•  CD, CD-R/RW playback 

with MP3s
• AM/FM Radio 
•  Clock, alarm  • Audio input 
•  Flip-down iPod/iPhone dock; Remote with iPod menu control
#SOMHCEC709IP ...............................................................148.00

MINI HI-FI SYSTEMS

CS-345 Mini Audio System

Features iPod/iPhone 
dock, CD player and 
AM/FM radio. Active 
Bass Control feature 
automatically adjusts 
bass levels, while Super Bass adds power to all your music. Two-
way bass-reflex speakers with cone woofer and a balanced-dome 
tweeter. Includes remote for menu navigation and track changes. 
#ONCS345 ...........................................................Call or Log-on
CS-445 CD Mini Receiver System  (ONCS445) ........Call or Log-on

In-Wall and In-Ceiling Speakers
In-wall and in-ceiling speakers are the ideal  
solution to maximize living space.  Extremely 
popular with interior designers and decorators, 
they offer a clean and minimalist look. And 

thanks to their camouflage grilles – offer a 
near-invisible presence. When installing your 
next system, consider the excellent products 
listed below for a heard-but-not-seen experi-
ence in a home that truly emanates music.

STUDIO L SERIES
JBL’s Studio L in-wall and in-ceiling speakers are designed for 
serious listening. They feature pivoting titanium-laminate dome 
tweeters that can be aimed directly toward listeners, proprietary 
Elliptical Oblate Spheroidal™ (EOS) waveguides, and independent 
tweeter level controls to greatly improve high-frequency response 
and ensure that the speakers sound great anywhere in the room. 
Frame and grille can be painted and they include a cutting tem-
plate and integrated dog-ear brackets for retrofit applications.  

L226C: In-Ceiling 125 watts, 61⁄2” woofer (JBL226C)...........225.00
L226W: In-Wall 125 watts, 61⁄2” woofer (JBL226W) ............ 225.00
L228C: In-Ceiling 135 watts, 8” woofer (JBL228C) ............. 299.00
LS360C: 3-Way In-Ceiling with Radiator Plus (JBLS360C) ...549.00

Yamaha 
NS-IC400 4” In-Ceiling – Pair in White (YANSIC400WH) ......149.95
NS-IC600 6.5” In-Ceiling – Pair in White (YANSIC600WH) ...149.95
NS-ICS600 6.5” Single Stereo In-Ceiling (YANSICS600WH) ..149.95
NS-IC800 8” In-Ceiling – Pair in White (YANSIC800WH) ......199.95
NS-IW280CWH 3-Way In-Ceiling - Pair (YANSIW280CWH) .. Log-on
NS-IW360C 2-Way Natural Sound- Pair (YANSIW360C) .........99.95
NS-IW470 3-Way Natural in-Wall –Pair (YANSIW470W) .......179.95

UXVJ3B 
Sleek micro component 
system with a flip-down dock 
for your iPod, iPhone or iPad 
and dual full-range speakers. 

LED illuminated base makes 
for a unique presence wherever you 

put it. Also features AM/FM radio with presets, 
alarm, auxiliary audio input, headphone jack and four sound modes 
designed to enhance certain types of music. In Green (JVUXVJ3G), 
White (JVUXVJ3W) or Black (JVUXVJ3B)................................134.95

 PLAY:3 
All-in-One Wireless Music Player / Speaker  
Connect to the web via Ethernet cable 
and you can play music from your music 
library or from Internet Radio stations, 
as well as Internet music services. 
Features a three driver speaker system 
(tweeter, two mid-range drivers and bass radiator) with dedicated 
amps for each driver. Add players all over your home and enjoy 
multi-room simultaneous streaming or a different music source 
from each player. Can be remote controlled via Android device, 
iPhone, iPod touch or iPad.

PLAY:3 In Black (SOPLAY3B) or White (SOPLAY3W) ...............299.00
PLAY:5  in Black (SOPLAY5B) or White (SOPLAY5W) ..............399.00
SUB for Play:3 or Play:5 (SOSUBGBUS1) ..............................699.00
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Lifestyle® 235
Home Entertainment System
Enjoy home theater performance that’s deeper, wider and more 
immersive than any other 2.1 system from Bose. Easily connect 
up to 6 HD and music sources – plus your iPod® or iPhone.® Bose 
Unify® technology guides you through setup and lets you connect 
and control your sources with clear onscreen navigation. 

Lifestyle® 235: Black (BOLS235B) .................................  2299.00

CineMate® GS Series II/
CineMate® Series II
Digital Home Theater Speaker Systems
The CineMate® GS Series II digital home theater speaker system 
brings Bose® performance to your HDTV – with two premium 
Gemstone® speaker arrays and a hideaway Acoustimass® module 
for deeper lows. Easily connects directly to your TV. CineMate® GS 
includes a universal remote/CineMate® Series II includes a sleek 
remote for simple power/volume control.

CineMate® Series II (BOCMII) .......................................... 599.00
CineMate® GS Series II (BOCMGSII) ................................ 799.00

Stereo Speakers

Acoustimass® 5 Series III
High-performance, small-size stereo speaker solution featuring 
next-generation cube speaker arrays for better sound. Acoustimass 
module for deep, low notes.

Black (BOAM5BQ) ........ 399.00 White (BOAM5WQ) ....... 399.00

Lifestyle® T20
Home Theater System
If you’re a movie enthusiast and love movies, sports and video 
games, bring them to life with premium Bose 5.1 surround sound. 
Connect up to 6 HD sources – such as your Blu-ray Disc™ player, 
cable box and gaming system. Bose Unify™ technology guides you 
through setup and even verifies your video connections. The Unify 
system’s clear onscreen messages and remote control make it 
easy to use the system and access all your sources. The system 
blends elegantly into your décor, with Direct/Reflecting® speaker 
arrays and a hideaway Acoustimass® module.

Black (BOLST20B) ......................................................... 1999.00

Lifestyle® 135
Home Entertainment System
Enjoy spacious home theater performance from one visible speaker 
and a wireless Acoustimass® module. And whether you place this 
soundbar on a table or wall-mount it, Flexmount™ 
automatic placement compensation technology lets you experience 
room-filling sound. Easily connect up to 6 HD and music sources 
– plus your iPod® or iPhone.® Bose® Unify® technology guides you 
through setup, and lets you connect and control your sources with 
clear onscreen navigation.

Black (BOLS135) ........................................................... 2499.00

Acoustimass® 10 Series IV
Home Theater Speaker System
This 5.1-channel system utilizes Direct/Reflecting® speaker 
arrays and an Acoustimass® module to deliver a more open, 
spacious sound throughout the listening area. Four 2-way (front/
ear surround) cube satellites, and one 2-way center- 
channel speaker provide the sound stage, plus a hideaway 
Acoustimass module delivers the deep low notes. The stylish 
design will complement flat-screen TVs.  

Black (BOAM104B) ....................................................... 999.00

Lifestyle® V25 | Lifestyle® V35
Home Entertainment Systems
Enjoy premium Bose® 5.1 surround sound for movies, music, 
sports and video games. You can connect up to 6 HD and 
music sources – such as your Blu-ray Disc™ player, cable 
box and gaming system. Includes iPod/iPhone dock and 
FM/AM radio. Bose Unify® technology guides you through 
setup and even verifies your connections. The Unify system’s clear 
onscreen messages and remote control make it easy to use the system 
and access all your sources. The system blends elegantly into your décor, 
with Direct/Reflecting® or premium Jewel Cube® speakers and a hideaway Acoustimass® module.

Lifestyle® V25: Black with Direct/Reflecting® Speakers (BOLSV25B) ................................................................ 2499.00
Lifestyle® V35: Black with Jewel Cube® Speakers  (BOLSV35B) ....................................................................3299.00

Performance Elegance Simplicity

CineMate® 1 SR
Home Theater Speaker System
Enjoy spacious home theater performance from one visible speaker 
and a wireless Acoustimass® module. And whether you place this 
soundbar on a table or wall-mount it, Flexmount™ 
automatic placement compensation technology lets you experience 
room-filling sound. ADAPTiQ® audio calibration system customizes 
the sound to fit your room. Universal remote control simplifies 
operation of HDTV and attached sources, such as a Blu-ray Disc™ 
player or cable/satellite box.

Black  (BOC1SR)  ............................................................... 1499.00
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Virtually Invisible® 791 Speakers

These speakers produce more spacious and full sound than 
conventional in-ceiling speakers, 
making them well-suited for both 
music and home theater. Installa-
tion is easy and the flush-mount 
design blends seamlessly into the 
ceiling.
White (BOVI791) .............................................................. 599.00

Virtually Invisible® 191 Speakers

Enjoy the rich sound of movies and music 
from speakers that blend into your 
décor. The speakers are easy to 
install flush to your wall or 
ceiling and can even be 
painted to match your room. 
Proprietary ported enclosure assures a 
quality performance. The Articulated Array® speaker design 
delivers Stereo Everywhere® speaker performance, which provides 
rich stereo sound throughout the room.

White (BOVI191) .............................................................. 298.00

Virtually Invisible Speakers

Direct/Reflecting Speakers

Environmental Speakers Homewide Accessories

FS-01 Bookshelf Speaker Floor Stands (BOFS01) ...79.00
Speaker Wire Adapter Kit (BOLSACZK) ..................29.99
Wall Mount Brackets for speakers (BOWB10B) .......22.95
WB-3 Bookshelf Speaker Wall Brackets (BOWB3) ..19.98
WB-135 Wall Mount Kit (BOWB135) ......................49.98

UB-20 Wall/Ceiling Bracket, Black (BOUB20B) .......18.99
UB-20 Wall/Ceiling Bracket, White (BOUB20W) ......15.92
UB-20 Wall/Ceiling Bracket, Silver (BOUB20S) ....... 14.99
UFS-20 Universal Floor Stands:
In Black (BOUFS20B) ............................................59.95
In White (BOUFS20W)...........................................59.95
In Silver (BOUFS20S) ............................................... 59.95
UTS-20 Universal. Table Stand (BOUTS20B)...........24.95
901 Speaker Pedestals - Pair (BOPS6) ................128.00
 

Cover for SoundLink Mobile on page 17 in  
Purple (BOSWMSCP), Burgundy (BOSWMSCB), 
Red (BOSWMSCR) or Tan (BOSWMSCT) .............................Log-on

201®/301® Series V
Direct/Reflecting® 
Speaker Systems

Thanks to Direct/Reflecting® 
speaker technology, these 
small speakers fill good-sized 
rooms with sound.

201® Series V: 61⁄2” woofer; Power rating: 10-120w per channel.
Black Finish Pair (BO201B) ............................................ 218.00

301® Series V: 8” woofer; Power rating: 150w per channel.
Black Finish Pair (BO301B) ............................................ 328.00
Cherry Finish Pair (BO301C) ........................................... 328.00

161® Direct/Reflecting® Speaker System

These Bose® multi-purpose speakers 
offer high performance in a slim 
and elegant design for 
stereo surround 
sound use. Stereo 
Everywhere® speaker 
performance delivers stereo 
almost anywhere in the room. Articulated Array® speaker design 
features two angled 21⁄2” Twiddler™ drivers that reproduce lifelike 
stereo over a larger listening area instead of one small “sweet 
spot.” The high-excursion Twiddler drivers generate more air 
movement from a small enclosure. Custom brackets enable easy 
mounting for stereo or surround use. Compatible withamps and 
receivers rated 10 to 100w per channel. Size: 411⁄8 x 11 x 5” (HWD). 

Black Finish Pair (BO161B) ............................................. 158.00
White Finish Pair (BO161W) ............................................ 158.00

Bose® link AL8 Homewide Wireless Audio Link
Expand your Lifestyle® system to 
additional rooms. Independent audio 
streams from your system 
to Bose® link-enabled products in 

another room without wires. Bose Free Field® circuitry delivers a 
clean signal in the presence of other devices. Works through most 
walls and floors up to 80’ away. Handles up to seven additional 
AR1 receivers. Compatible with Lifestyle® 48 systems.

Bose® link AL8 Pair (BOAL8) ........................................... 399.00 

Lifestyle® SA-2/SA-3 Stereo Amplifiers
This sleek, hideable amplifier powers an 
additional room of sound for your Lifestyle® 
system either indoors or outdoors. Combine 
with an RC-18S expansion remote for 
independent on/off and volume control.

SA-2 (BOLSSA2): 40w per channel.................................... 239.00
SA-3 (BOLSSA3): 100w per channel .................................. 299.00

RC-35S2 Expansion Remote
Remote for homewide expansion
of the Lifestyle® V-Systems
The most advanced home-wide entertainment 
controller from Bose. Gives you access and control 
of your Lifestyle® V35 or V25 home entertainment 
system from additional locations around your home 

– even outdoors. Controls any device connected to your Lifestyle® 
V35 or V25 system; use with Bose link – compatible products to 
expand sound from your Lifestyle® system. Ideal when the same 
music is desired in multiple rooms. (BORC35S2) ................... 99.00

Personal® Music Center II
The interactive Personal® music center III is the most 
advanced homewide control device from Bose. Control 
your Lifestyle® home entertainment system and your 
iPod music collection from almost anywhere in the 
home. It’s easy and intuitive. And with just a glance at 
the LCD screen, you’ll know which iPod track is playing. 

Then with a simple touch, you can change selections, adjust 
volume and also control most of the audio/video components 
connected to the system. Works through most walls, ceilings and 
floors – no need to point or aim at the system. (BOPMC2) ... 149.00

Free Space® 51 Environmental Speakers
A freestanding speaker that 
conquers conventional limitations 
of performance and placement out-
doors. Enjoy the pleasures of your 
favorite music by the pool ... on your 
deck or patio ... or in the garden. Its 
radial design delivers broad 360º 
sound coverage, while a specially 

engineered enclosure helps preserve music’s depth and richness 
in the open air. Can be mounted or placed on hard surfaces, or set 
directly into the ground. Withstands extreme weather conditions for 
year-round dependability. Finally – a speaker that combines your 
love of music with your love of the great outdoors.

Green (BOFS51) .............................................................. 449.00

151® SE Environmental Speakers
These speakers deliver full, rich sound for your listening pleasure 

on the deck, by the pool or on the porch. Built 
to withstand the elements, these award-winning 
speakers provide reliable, year-round perfor-
mance that will have you humming in the sun or 
singing in the rain. Weather-resistant 

brackets included for easy installation.

Black Pair (BO151SEB) ............................................... 278.00
White Pair (BO151SEW) .............................................. 278.00

251® Environmental Speakers
The best wall-mounted speakers from 
Bose®. Engineered to withstand snow, 
sun, rain, ice and saltwater spray. 
Articulated Array speaker design and pat-
ented multi-chamber enclosure for deep, 
rich low notes without audible 
distortion. Five-year transferable limited warranty.

Black Pair (BO251B) ........................................................398.00
White Pair (BO251W) .......................................................398.00

901® Series VI Direct/Reflecting Speakers

Providing legendary stereo performance in a compact and stylish package, the 901® Series VI speakers use 
Direct/Reflecting technology to deliver the warm, clarity, and spaciousness of a live performance from your 
home stereo components. You get stereo  performance with balanced sound everywhere in the room, rather 
than in a single sweet spot. Acoustic Matrix enclosure house nine (9) full-range drivers with helically-wound 
aluminum voice coils to provide exceptional power handling capability, and dramatically reduced chamber 
noise for  well-defined bass. An optional active EQ balances the output of all audio frequencies to deliver natural tonal balance and clarity. 

In Black (BO901V2B)  or Walnut  (BO901V2W) ..................... 1199.00  901 Series VI Active EQ v2 (BO901V2E) ............................... 199.00
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HT-S3500 5.1-Channel 660W Home Theater System
A/V receiver sports four HDMI 1.4 inputs 
with 3D and ARC and WRAT (Wide 
Range Amplifier Technology). It decodes 
Dolby TrueHD and DTS-HD Master 
Audio™, and is ready for 3D games 
and movies. Adjust settings on the fly 
with an overlaid on-screen display. Plug 
your iPod/iPhone into the front-panel USB and enjoy clear, powerful sound with an optimizer enhancing 
the quality of compressed digital music. System delivers a total of 660W with a powerful 8” subwoofer. 

#ONHTS3500 ............................................................................................................. Call or Log-on

HT-S5500 7.1-Channel 780W Home Theater System
Steps up with a more realistic, movie 
or gaming experience over a 5.1 
setup. The system’s powerful 
receiver features a discrete WRAT 
amplifier for clear, detailed sound; 
four HDMI inputs and one output to 
handle 3D video and high-resolution audio; a USB port 
for direct iPod/iPhone connection; an HDMI-enabled overlaid on-screen display for stress-free system 
navigation, and Dolby Pro Logic IIz to incorporate two extra Front Height channels. The two-way front 
and center speakers are fitted with high-quality drivers and tweeters, while an energy-efficient 120w 
subwoofer fills out the bottom end. Easy to set up with Audyssey’s 2EQ room acoustic correction 
optimizing the sound for your listening space. (ONHTS5500) ......................................... Call or Log-on

HTX-22HDX 
Ultra-Compact HD Home Theater System
Consists of a combo subwoofer and A/V receiver plus two front speakers 
for stunning mid- and high-range audio. Three 3D compatible HDMI 
1.4 inputs with Audio Return Channel. The HTX-22HDX handles HD 
formats from DTS and Dolby; offers four audio modes for gaming; 
and includes Theater-Dimensional which creates an immersive and 
convincing surround effect through just 2.1 channels. 

#ONHTX22HDX ........................................................................................................... Call or Log-on

HT-S7409 5.1-Channel Network Home Theater System with Dock
Powerful TX-NR609 THX Select2Plus Certified A/V network receiver lets you bring 
internet radio and PC audio into your living room, and adds compatibility with 
Remote App for iPod/iPhone. Six HDMI inputs 
handle 3D video, lossless Dolby and DTS 
audio, and 4K video upscaled via Qdeo™ 
technology. Includes an analog RGB input for 
PC video and a Universal Port for Onkyo 
peripherals. A front-panel USB input enables connection iPod/iPhone, while analog A/V inputs let you 
hook up a camcorder or game console. Audyssey room-correction and equalization, and Onkyo’s 
interactive on-screen menus make they system surprisingly easy to set up and control. 

#ONHTS7409 .............................................................................................................Call or Log-on

HT-S9400THX  
THX I/S Plus-certified 7.1-Channel Network Home Theater System
Features seven speakers each 
employing a two-way 
design with A-OMF cone 
woofers for superb mid- 
range clarity. The matching 
powered subwoofer delivers awesome 
low-end for even the most demanding music, movies, and games. System receiver is equipped with 
four 3D-ready HDMI inputs, video upscaling to spectacular 4K resolution via Qdeo™ technology, and 
can handle internet radio and PC audio sent over a home network, A front-panel USB input provides 
a digital link for iPod/iPhone. Other inputs let you incorporate PC video, Onkyo peripherals, and other 
playback sources. Audyssey technologies enable you to customize the soundstage, dynamics, and 
volume, while an interactive on-screen menus let you navigate your content with ease. 
#ONHTS9400THX ......................................................................................................... Call or Log-on

Additional Onkyo Speakers & Accessories
SKS-HT540 7.1 Home Theater Surround Sound System (ONSKSHT540) .........................Call or Log-on
SKW-204 10” 230W Powered Subwoofer (ONSKW204).................................................Call or Log-on
DS-A4 Remote Interactive Dock (ONDSA4) ...................................................................Call or Log-on
UP-A1 Remote Interactive Dock for iPod (ONUPA1) .....................................................................99.00
UWF-1 Wireless LAN USB Adapter (ONUWF1) ...............................................................Call or Log-on

SKS-HT870 7.1-Channel Speaker Package 
Ready to go right out of the box. This package includes 
a 290w 10” powered subwoofer, two 130w front 
speakers, a 130w center speaker, two mid surround 
and two surround back speakers, and all the cables 
and accessories you’ll need to hook them up. The 
3-1/4” dual woofers in the front and center 
speakers provide extra lows throughout 
the entire sound environment, while the 

1” balanced dome tweeters provide 
smooth highs without degradation of sound 
quality. Enjoy your home cinema’s high frequencies with clarity.

#ONSKSHT870 ............................................................................................................ Call or Log-on 

SKS-HT690 5.1-Channel Home Speaker Package 
Bring a deeper dimension to your movies, 
games, and music. Comprising a 10” powered 
down-firing subwoofer, two-way front and 
center speakers, and full-range satellites – 
all gloss-finished—the SKS-HT690 delivers 
lifelike surround sound with finesse. Subtle 
front-on curves are complemented by a 
rounded rear section that counteracts 
unwanted standing waves. The speakers also incorporate Onkyo’s newly developed high-density resin, 
which provides superb rigidity and resistance to vibration. 

#ONSKSHT690 ..............................................................................................................Call or Log-on

HKTS-30BQ 
5.1 Channel Home Theater Speaker System 
Experience heart-pounding bass from a down-firing 200w 
powered subwoofer with phase, level and bass-boost controls, 
and a unified enveloping soundstage with four identical 
voice-matched satellites and a center-channel speaker. 
Can accommodate an additional pair of speakers to create 
a 7.1-channel system if you want to upgrade. Includes 
satellite bases, removable shelf-mount stands and wall-mount 
brackets for the satellites and center speaker and all necessary cables. 
#HAHKTS30BQ .......................................................................................................................899.00

HKTS-20BQ 5.1 Home Theater Speaker System (HAHKTS20BQ) ................................................699.00
HKTS 30SAT Surround Speakers for HKTS 20/30 (Pair) (HAHKTS30SAT).....................................119.95
SB 16 Soundbar Home Speaker System (HASB16) ....................................................................599.99 

DHT-1513BA 650-watt 5.1 Channel Home Theater System

Enjoy music, 3D movies, and more. The system 
includes a Denon AVR-1513 AV Surround 
Receiver and a Boston Acoustics MCS 160 5.1 
Surround Speaker System. Plug your portable 
audio player into the receiver’s stereo mini jack, 
and the built-in Compressed Audio Restorer will 
convert your compressed music files into rich 
sound. Discrete circuitry delivers powerful sur-
round sound for 3D movies. The speaker system 

includes two front satellite speakers, two surround satellite speakers, a center speaker, and a powerful, 
compact subwoofer.

#DEDHT1513BA ............................................................................................................................... 599.99
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YSP-2200
Slimline Height-Adjustable Digital Sound Projector with HD and 3D Support 

Featuring Yamaha’s proprietary YSP front surround sound technology, the YSP-2200 
offers 7.1 surround sound while 
conveniently fitting in front of 
a TV—no need for additional  
speakers, cabling and stands. Just 3½”, height-adjustable feet allow use with virtually any flat-screen 
display without blocking any of the picture. Included 100w subwoofer (small enough to fit into a shelf) 
can be positioned vertically or horizontally. Easily sets up via IntelliBeam Automated System Calibration, 
has 11 CINEMA DSP programs and decodes HD Audio signals (DTS-HD and Dolby TrueHD). There is 
also a Music Enhancer function, four HDMI 1.4a inputs and output, and has a dock port, ideal for add-
ing optional iPod docking system. (YAYSP2200BL) ....................................................................799.95

SC-BTT190 • SC-BTT195 • SC-BTT490
Full HD 3D Blu-ray Home Theater Systems

Equipped with 3D Cinema Surround, they are a perfect match for high-definition 
3D video. A state-of-the art technology, Cinema Surround produces theater-like 
surround sound through a total of 
30 real and virtual speakers. 
Proprietary direction perception 
control technology allows for 
sound to be perceived as coming 
from the correct direction. Anti-Jitter Digital Amps reduce jitter and distortion producing pure, brilliant 
high-quality sound with a full surround effect that rivals larger systems. 

VIERA Connect offers a wide variety of online content 
including sports and video-on-demand movies, 
streaming content, gaming and communication. 
Users can also utilize the systems to easily connect to 
Netflix, Cinema Now, YouTube, Facebook and Skype.
Panasonic Smartphone Remote Control app enables 
users to easily operate the system by tapping and 
swiping their Smartphone screen. Users can input 
characters with the key pad on their Smartphone to 
access their favorite sound effects, and search for 
additional entertainment and movie information.

DLNA function allows users to access, browse and 
view digital photos, music and videos stored on a 
server while in another room without having to worry 
about shuffling discs. Easy-to-use feature, this smart 
network is made possible with an ethernet cable or 
Wi-Fi adapter. The SC-BTT490 has built-in Wi-Fi, 
and two HDMI inputs in addition to one HDMI output 
for gaming consoles and set-top box connections 
and allows signals from connected devices to pass 
through even when the system is turned off.

SC-BTT190 (PASCBTT190).......................268.00
SC-BTT195 (PASCBTT195)......................358.00 SC-BTT490 (PASCBTT490)..................... 473.00
 

Yamaha Speakers 
YSP-4100 Digital Sound Projector (YAYSP4100BL) ................................................................. 1699.95
YSP-5100 Digital Sound Projector (YAYSP5100BL) ................................................................. 1999.95
NS-6490: 8” 3-Way Bookshelf Speakers (YANS6490) .............................................................. 129.95
NS-333: 5” 2-Way 150W Bookshelf Speaker (YANS333) .......................................................... 229.95
NS-C444: Dual 5” 2-Way 100-250W Center Speaker (YANSC444) ............................................ 179.95
YST-FSW050B: 100W 6.5” Powered Subwoofer (YAYSTFSW050B) ........................................... 114.95
YST-SW216: 100W 10” Powered Subwoofer (YAYSTSW216B) .................................................. 129.95
YST-SW315: 250W 10” Powered Subwoofer (YAYSTSW315) .................................................... 299.00 

SC-HTB20 • SC-HTB350 • SC-HTB550 
2.1-Channel Home Theater Systems

Slim and stylish systems with multi-positional, detachable 
speakers for flexible layout options. The included wireless 
subwoofer can be placed anywhere in a room. Listen to 
music from Bluetooth-compatible devices without having 
to plug into a docking station or sound system. They 
deliver dialog that is so crisp and clear, it seems like it 
is coming directly from the center of the TV. And, users 
can adjust audio range frequency so dialog is enhanced and stands out from surround sound. Their 
luxurious, stainless mesh design enhances the ambiance of a home theater system’s high-quality 
sound. The SC-HTB20 and SC-HTB550 feature VIERA Link and easy configuration of a FULL HD 3D 
home theater system.

BDX-610BL 5.1-Channel Blu-ray Home Theater System 
System includes a 
receiver with built-in 
Blu-ray disc player 
and a 5.1-channel 
speaker system with 
HD audio decoding, 
and 1080p-compatible HDMI with Audio Return Channel. And when you connect it to your home net-
work, you can add offerings from Netflix and YouTube to your repertoire of entertainment options. Since 
it’s DLNA certified, you can also play music stored on your PC. Connect an iPod, iPhone, or USB device 
to the front panel USB port. (YABDX610BL) ...................................................................Call or Log-on

YHT-397BL: 5.1-Channel Home Theater System (YAYHT397BL)  .............................................. 399.95
YHT-497BL: 5.1-Channel Home Theater System (YAYHT497BL) ............................................... 429.95
NS-SP1800BL: 5.1-Channel Home Theater System (YANSSP1800BL) ........................................ 119.00

YAS-101 Front Surround Soundbar Speaker 
High-quality surround sound in a slim 
and low-profile design. Pair of 3” 
subwoofers and a pair of 2.5” full- 
range drivers provide excellent dynamics and clarity. A digital amp provides 120W of power. The port is 
shaped like a trumpet bell to reduce compression, wind noise, and distortion. Connect an external 
subwoofer for extra bass if desired. Yamaha’s exclusive AIR SURROUND XTREME technology reproduces 
7.1-channel surround sound with excellent quality, imaging, and presence. Supports Dolby and DTS 
digital surround to provide you with the full effect of multichannel sound. (YAYAS101BL) .............. 249.95

SC-HTB20 
(PASCHTB20) ...............218.00

SC-HTB350 
(PASCHTB350) .............278.00

SC-HTB550 
(PASCHTB550) .............378.00

SurroundBar6000 Instant Home Theater System
The ultimate single-speaker surround sound system 
for wafer-thin flat-panel TVs, the SurroundBar6000 
features Polk’s patented SDA Surround, on-board 
digital processing,  and a separate compact wireless 
subwoofer you can put anywhere for enhanced 
bass effects. With on-board Dolby Digital, just connect your  
TV, DVD or Blu-Ray player, or gaming console directly via optical or  
analog inputs and experience the magic of single-speaker surround sound.
#POSB6000 ...............................................................................................................Call or Log-on
PSW111 150W Powered Subwoofer (POPSW111B) .........................................................Call or Log-on

DVD978 5.1-Channel
DVD Home Theater System 
Designed for budget minded, quality driven 
enthusiasts, it features an A/V receiver with 
integrated progressive scan DVD player, 
five full-range satellite speakers, and a 
60w subwoofer. Also has an HDMI output, 
USB port for playback of videos, photos and 
music from USB drives, and dual mic inputs for karaoke function. (CODVD978) ............. Call or Log-on

LG Electronics  
NB2420A Sound Bar Audio System with Bluetooth (LGNB2420A) ...............................................179.99
NB3520A Sound Bar Audio System with Bluetooth (LGNB3520A) ...............................................299.99

Magnavox
Expandable 2.1 40w Soundbar (MAMSB5300) ...........................................................................119.95
Expandable 2.1 40w Soundbar with Subwoofer (MAMSB5305) ...................................................159.95
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 HW-E350 • HW-E450 • HW-E550/551
 AirTrack Speaker Systems 

Samsung’s AirTrack systems provide 
high-quality spacious sound in an 
unobtrusive design. The slim receiver has 
an integrated active speaker system, eliminating 
the need for the satellite speakers and messy cabling. 
Samsung’s sound processing technology, combines its latest 
advancements in sound 3D-depth sound, vertical and horizontal surround, 
to deliver a more realistic 3D experience. Audio Return Channel (ARC) eliminates the need to use 
two cables. Instead, all you need is one HDMI connection between the AudioBar bar and TV. Use the 
included wall- mount and see the clean, modern look they lend to any room.
 
HW-E350: Same as above, plus built-in subwoofer and USB host connectivity (SAHWE350) ........ 177.99
HW-E450: 40-inch AudioBar with Bluetooth and wireless subwoofer (SAHWE450) ..................... 297.99
HW-E550: Featuring a unique convertible design, twin towers can be paired together standing up like 
traditional speakers or wall-mounted, or joined to form a complete AudioBar which can sit on a TV 
stand or can be wall-mounted; either way, they’re designed to perfectly match the width of a 46” HDTV. 
Has two HDMI inputs and one HDMI output, a USB port and is Bluetooth-enabled. A wireless subwoofer 
completes the 310-watt system. In Silver (SAHWE550) .............................................................. 397.99
HW-E551: Same as the HW-E550 in Black (SAHWE551) ........................................................... 397.99

HT-E350 • HT-E550 
330w- and 1000-Watt 5.1-Channel Surround Systems 

Includes four satellite 
speakers with a low- 
profile center channel and 
a powered sub-woofer.  
The integrated DVD 
player/receiver features 
digital surround sound 
and wide connectivity  
including HDMI input. Playable disc types include MP3, WMA, WMV and JPEG. They also offer 1080p 
upconversion via HDMI. Samsung’s proprietary technology, Crystal Amplifier Plus, delivers HD quality 
sound to your 3D experience.HDMI -CEC lets you operate multiple HDMI products with a single remote. 
HT-E350 DVD Home Theater in a Box (SAHTE350) ....................................................................147.99
HT-E550 DVD Home Theater in a Box (SAHTE550) ....................................................................177.99

HT-E4500 • HT-E5400 • HT-E5500W 
1000-Watt 5.1-Channel Surround Systems 

Built around 1000w receiver 
with integrated 3D Blu-Ray 
Disc player, they offer 
advanced Dolby and DTS 
decoding, fast boot-up and 
load time, AllShare Play, 
user EQ and Crystal Amp 
Plus which eliminates 
distortion by quickly sensing signal changes and enhancing response speed. Smart Home Theater 
System offers an entire suite of easy-to-use and innovative features that entertain your family while 
instilling a healthy lifestyle. Samsung’s Smart Hub further expands access to a world of online 
entertainment. Smart Hub also allow users to search through apps for seamless user experience. 
The HT-E5400 and E5500W have a built-in iPod/iPhone dock, HDMI inputs and built-in Wi-Fi. The 
HT-E4500 is Wi-Fi ready (requires an adapter) and plays iPod/iPhone via USB. 

HT-E4500 Blu-ray Home Theater in a Box (SAHTE4500) ........................................................... 297.99
HT-E5400 Blu-ray Home Theater in a Box (SAHTE5400) ........................................................... 377.99
HT-E5500W Blu-ray Home Theater in a Box (SAHTE5500) ........................................................ 497.99 

HT-E6500W 1000-Watt 5.1-Channel Surround System 

Experience 3D entertainment with this 
5.1-channel, 1000W system. Treat 
your eyes to captivating 3D 
depth and clarity. 
Vacuum-tube power 
delivers brilliant sound 
by combining the best 
of digital and analog 
audio technologies. Disc 
to Digital streaming service takes your DVD favorites and unlocks them in the cloud, for easy access 
anytime, anywhere. Samsung Smart Blu-ray technology puts the best of the web at your fingertips with 
Samsung TV Apps. And built-in Wi-Fi means you’re ready to connect right away. Stream movies and 
TV shows, download apps, shop online, and browse the web using the big screen. System includes two 
half-tall front-channel speakers, two wireless rear surround speakers, a center-channel speaker, and a 
subwoofer. (SAHTE6500W) ...................................................................................................... 697.99

HT-E6730W 1330-Watt 7.1-Channel Surround System 
All the features of the HT-E6500W, this system 
has a high-end midnight black, glossy finish 
and consists of six speakers: a wide center 
channel speaker for clear dialogue, a large 
but unobtrusive passive radiator subwoofer, 
two tower super tweeter speakers that include 
embedded height channel speakers and two 
surround speakers. The speakers operate 
without protection grilles, improving sound 
clarity and giving them a stylishly retro 
appearance. Samsung’s innovative 
Swivel Head Speakers create a clean 
look while delivering an immersive, 
vertical surround sound experience.

#AHTE6730W ............................ 897.99

The HT-E4500, HT-E5400, HT-E5500W, HT-E6500W and HT-E6730 all feature:
They support the complete 3D experience with 3D Sound Plus technology. 3D Sound Plus does for 
audio what the 3D processor and emitter do for video by creating the most immersive 3D experience 
yet. Viewers will like they are part of the action as 3D Sound Plus technology dynamically generates 3D 
audio to complement and enhance the 3D video playing onscreen. For example, a rocket ship blasting 
off will not only leap out of the screen, but 3D Sound Plus will create 3D depth sound – vertical 
surround and horizontal sound waves – to make the viewer feel like the rocket ship is lifting off from 
their living room. Built into the included 3D Blu-ray player, the 3D Blu-ray home theater portfolio 
features integrated support for 3D Sound Plus.

Monster Cable 
Hi-Performance (12 Gauge) Speaker Cable - 15’ - Pair (MOOMC1515) ........................................ 39.95
Hi-Performance (12 Gauge) Speaker Cable - 20’ - Pair (MOOMC2020) ......................................... 39.99
XP Clear Jacket CL-Rated Speaker Cable (16 Gauge) 100’ Spool (MOXPCIBIG100) ........................ 44.95
XPHP MKII  50’ Conductor Advanced Speaker Wire, Clear Jack (MOXPHP50MK2) ......................... 33.40
XPHP MKII  100’ Conductor Advanced Speaker Wire, Clear Jack (MOXPHP100MK2) ...................... 63.44
XPHP 100’ Clear Jacket CL Speaker Cable (14 Gauge) 100’ (MOXPHPCIBIG1) ................................ 64.24
XP MKII 20’ Compact Clear 2-Conductor Speaker Cable (MOXPMSA20MK2) ................................. 13.59
XP MKII 30’ Compact Clear 2-Conductor Speaker Cable (MOXPMSA30MK2) ................................. 19.99
XP MKII 50’ Compact Clear 2-Conductor Speaker Cable (MOXPMSA50MK2) ................................. 25.47
XP MKII 30’ Compact 2-Conductor Speaker Cable (Navajo) (MOXPNWMSA30) .............................. 26.95
XP MKII 50’ Compact 2-Conductor Speaker Cable (Navajo) (MOXPNWMSA50) .............................. 33.99
XP MKII 100’ Compact 2-Conductor Speaker Cable (Navajo) (MOXPNWMSA100) ........................... 44.74
XP MKII 100’ Compact Clear 2-Conductor Speaker Cable MOXPMSA100) .................................... 41.95
XP MKII  200’Compact Clear 2-Conductor Speaker Cable (MOXPMSA200) ................................... 84.95

Pyramid
High-Quality 12 Gauge Speaker Zip Wire (100’ Spool) (PY12HQSZW100) ....................................... 15.14
High-Quality 12 Gauge Speaker Zip Wire (50’ Spool) (PY12HQSZW50) .......................................... 12.99
High Quality 14 Gauge Speaker Zip Wire (50’ Spool)  (PY14HQSZW50) ........................................... 5.99
High-Quality 14 Gauge Speaker Zip Wire (100’ Spool) (PY14HQSZW100) ....................................... 15.95
High Quality 16 Gauge Speaker Zip Wire (50’ Spool)  (PY16HQSZW50) ........................................... 7.17
High-Quality 16 Gauge Speaker Zip Wire (100’ Spool) (PY16HQSZW100) ......................................... 9.99
High-Quality 18 Gauge Speaker Zip Wire (500’ Spool) (PY18HQSZW500) ...................................... 29.99

Steren 1000’ 18-Gauge 2-Conductor Economy Speaker Wire, Clear (STESW18) ......................... 90.53
West Penn 1000’ 18-Gauge Standard 2-Conductor Cable (WESC181000) ................................ 129.99

Home Theater Speaker Wire
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SS-B1000 • SS-B3000
Bookshelf Speakers

The 120-watt SS-B1000 has a 5-1/4” H.O.P 
cone woofer and 1” nano fine balanced dome 
tweeter to deliver high resolution audio. 
Frequency response is 80Hz–50kHz. 
Otherwise the same, the 120-watt SS-B3000 

has a mid 31⁄4” enhanced H.O.P cone woofer, 8” Kevlar H.O.P. 
woofer and 1” nano fine balanced dome tweeter.
#SOSSB1000 .................69.00 #SOSSB3000 ..............148.00

SS-CN5000 Center Speaker
With screaming highs and 
moving mid-ranges tones, the 
150-watt SS-CN5000 center 
speaker takes your listening 
experience to a new level. 
Equipped with enhanced 
H.O.P. Dual 51⁄4” drivers 
and 1” tweeter. BRAVIA matching design for a sophisticated look.
#SOSSCN5000 .....................................................Call or Log-on 

SS-F5000 • SS-F6000 • SSF-7000
Floor-Standing Speakers

• 8” Kevlar HOP Woofer
• 31⁄4” Enhanced H.O.P. Cone - Mid Driver
• 1” Nano Fine Balanced Dome Tweeter
SS-F5000 150w (SOSSF5000) ..................149.99

• 61⁄2” Mica Reinforced Woofer
• 61⁄2” Enhanced H.O.P. Cone - Mid Woofer
• 31⁄4” Enhanced H.O.P. Cone - Mid Driver
• 1” Nano Fine Balanced Dome Tweeter
SS-F6000 180w (SOSSF6000) ..................193.03

• 8” Mica Reinforced Woofer 
• 8” Enhanced H.O.P. Cone - Mid Woofer 
• 31⁄4” Enhanced H.O.P. Cone - Mid Driver
• 1” Nano Fine Balanced Dome Tweeter 
SS-F7000 200w (SOSSF7000) .................298.00

SA-W3000 
Powered Subwoofer
Fill the room with deep, thrilling bass. 
The perfect companion to your surround 
sound system, the 180w SA-W3000  
features a 12” Mica reinforced cellular 
woofer, and speaker and line level inputs.

#SOSAW3000 ............................ 248.00

SS-CR3000 3-Speaker System
Center and rear 
speakers featuring 
BRAVIA matching  
design. Rear 
speakers includes 2.75” full 
range drivers while the center channel has two 2.75” full range 
drivers and Nano-Fine tweeter rated to 50kHz for sizzling highs.
#SOSSCR3000 .................................................................. 98.005 

SA-NS310 Wireless Multi-Room Speaker (SOSANS310) ..... 198.00
SA-NS410 Wi-Fi Network Speaker (SOSANS410) ............... 298.00
SA-NS500 HomeShare Wireless Speaker (SOSANS500)  398.00

BDV-E390
5.1-Channel Blu-ray Disc Surround System

Create an immersive surround sound experience with this powerful 1000W, 
5.1 channel, Wi-Fi, 3D Blu-ray disc home theater system. Wirelessly stream 
movies, music, and more. Upscale standard DVDs to near HD quality. For 
convenience, has an iPhone / iPod dock and is Home Share compatible – 
shear music throughout your home. (SOBDVE390) ..........................................................................................................................348.00

BDV-N790W 5.1-Channel Blu-ray Disc™ Surround Sound System

Simple to set up with wireless surround sound speakers and a 
sleek design, this 1000W, 5.1 channel, W-iFi, 3D Blu-ray disc 
home theater system delivers immersive sound to in nearly any 
home environment. Features include 2-way front speakers, 
with wireless rear speakers, dual HDMI inputs and one output, 
and an iPhone / iPod dock. Home Share compatible, it lets you 
stream music throughout your home.

#SOBDVN790W ............................................................................................................................................................................ 498.00

HT-CT150 3.1 Channel Home Theater System
5.1-and 7.1-channel systems seem too complicated, then the HT-CT150 might be what you need. It’s a 3.1 
channel system with only two main parts! The left, center and right speakers are all contained in a single 
sound bar just 31-1/2” wide. It will look great on your TV stand. With optional hardware you can even hang 
it from the wall. The second part, the subwoofer not only puts out those deep bass tones, it’s got three HDMI 
inputs and an HDMI output. With HDMI Repeater, connect multiple devices via HDMI to the HTC150, easily 
switch between them, and then connect everything to your HDTV with just one HDMI cable. The HDMI ports 
can also pass 3-D signals from a 3-D Blu-ray player or gaming system to a 3-D TV or projector. 

#SOHTCT150 ...........................................................................................................................................248.00

Atlona 3 x 1 (1.3b) HDMI Automatic Switch (ATHADV31) ... 49.99
Atlona LinkCast Wireless HD A/V System (ATLCAV) ......... 242.99
AV Toolbox  AVT-5841 HDTV Switcher (AVAVT5841) ........ 67.15
AV Toolbox AVT-6071 HDMI Switcher (AVAVT6071) ....... 296.65
AV Toolbox AVT-6441 HDMI  Switcher (AVAVT6441) ...... 152.15
Belkin ScreenCast AV 4  
Wireless AV-to-HDTV Adapter (BEE9D7800) ........Call or Log-on 
Comprehensive 3x1 HDMI Switcher (COCSWHD301C)...... 23.99
Eversun  HDMI-4I 4 x 1 HDMI Switcher (EVHDMI4I) .............. Call
Gefen HDMI Super Booster Plus 1.3 (GEHDSBP) .............. 129.09
Iogear Wireless 3D Digital Kit (IOGW3DHDKIT) ................. 189.95
Iogear 4 x 1 HDMI Switcher with Remote (IOGHDSW4) ....... 38.47

Iogear 4 x 1 HDMI Switcher Kit (IOGHDSW4KIT) ................. 55.24
KanexPro HDMI Repeater with 3D Support (KAHDR10G) .... 48.85
Monster Cable HDMI-F to HDMI-F Coupler (MOHDMIC) .... 21.07
RF-Link AVS-41 4 x 1 A/V Switcher (RF41WAVS) ............... 23.95
RF-Link AVS-41i 4 x 1 A/V Switcher (RF41WAVSR) ............ 39.95
Sima SSW-4 1 x 4 Speaker Selector (SISSW4) .................. 31.11
Sima SS-WL4EX 2 x 4 Speaker Selector (SISSWL4EX) ..... 150.99
Sima SVS-14 Passive Audio / Video Switcher (SISVS14) ..... 16.95
Sima SSW-6 1x6 Speaker Selector (SISSW6) .................... 40.96
Sony SB-V40S 4 x 1 Audio Video Selector (SOSBV40S) ...... 40.98
 

Home Theater Switchers & Extenders

HT-CT550W  40” 3D Sound Bar with Wireless Subwoofer
Fill your living room with 400W of sumptuous surround sound without the hassle or  
clutter of wiring multiple speakers.Get amazing simulated 3D surround sound with just a 
sound bar and wireless subwoofer thanks to Sony’s S-Force® Surround technology.  Con-
nect up to three HD components to the dedicated HDMI ports with 3D pass-through and 
easy switching, and let Dolby TrueHD and DTS Master Audio create an intricate sound-
scape you can’t help but enjoy. Plus, the sophisticated looking sound bar enhances the 
aesthetics of  any TV 40” and up. The subwoofer connects with the sound bar 
wirelessly, so you can put it anywhere. Clever I/O box enables the sound bar’s wireless connectivity and allows other components to con-
nect via built-in HDMI ports. (SOHTCT550W) ....................................................................................................................................398.00

DAV-TZ140 BRAVIA 5.1
Home Theater System with DVD Player

The receiver features an integrated DVD player with upscaling and HDMI 
output so you can watch DVDs at near-HD quality. The 5.1 speaker system 
provides clear, detailed audio with Dolby Digital and Prologic decoding to 

deliver a theatrical experience in your own home. Also feature a USB port, FM tuner, 24-bit S-master digital amplifier, and EQ presets for 
Flat, Jazz, Classic, and Rock. (SODAVTZ140) ..................................................................................................................................128.00
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VIERA C5 • U5 • X5  LCD and LED HDTVs 
The 32” TC-L32C5 LCD TV features 720p resolution, IPS Alpha Panel with 178% 
viewing angle; two HDMI and a PC input, and can view JPEG images via SD card 
slot. In Game mode, it automatically chooses settings that provide the optimal 
image, so you get super-fast response and no delays. VIERA Link provides control 
of all compatible A/V components using only the  remote and on-screen menus. 
The 42” TC-L42U5 steps up with 1080p resolution and three HDMI inputs.  

The  32”TC-L32X5 is a 720p LED TV with three HDMI inputs, USB port, PC input 
and Game mode. It also accepts SD cards or USB flash drives to view photos, 
video clips and music on the large screen. You can also add frames and effects  
and create slide shows complete with background music.   

Smart Viera E5 Series 1080p LED HDTV 
Available in 32-, 37-,42- and  47”, the E5 series feature 1080p IPS LED Panel 
with 178% viewing angle and Game mode. Conveniences include an SD card 
slot and 2 USB ports for viewing other media. Has 4 HDMI as well as component, 
composite and optical inputs. Wi-Fi capability with optional adapter lets you 
connect DLNA-compatible  A/V equipment to your network. Watch movies, 
isten to music, and view photos from any room in the house. C.A.T.S. (Contrast 
Automatic Tracking System) adjusts the screen’s brightness in relation to the 
ambient light conditions. Use the touch screen as a touchpad. The Viera Remote 
App lets you use a smartphone or tablet device as a remote control. 

Smart Viera E50 Series 1080p LED HDTV 
Available in three sizes, the E50 series steps up with 360 Backlight Scanning for 
higher moving picture resolution during fast action scenes, and a smooth, crisp 
image. 24p Cinematic Playback recreates the look of movies shot for the theater 
at 24 frames-per-second. Online Movies provides select IPTV functionality by 
adding five of the most popular movies to the TV’s internet functionality.  It also 
offers eHelp. No more need to search through the User’s Manual. Now you can 
find out how to operate and connect devices right on your TV screen. Just select 
and display the eHELP from VIERA Tools.

TC-L42E50 (PATCL42E50) 42” ($11 est. yearly energy cost*) ................. 798.00
TC-L47E50 (PATCL47E50) 47” ($13 est. yearly energy cost*) ................. 998.00
TC-L55E50 (PATCL55E50) 55” ($18 est. yearly energy cost*) ............... 1598.00

Smart Viera ET5 Series 1080p LED HDTV 
Steps up with 3D capability and built-in Wi-Fi. Uses a Polarized 3D Method to 
create 3D images. When you view the screen through active-shutter glasses 
(come with 4 pairs of glasses) you see breathtaking Full HD 3D pictures with 
stunning power and realism. In addition, it can convert 2D images into high-
quality 3D images in real time. In addition to ordinary TV programs, this method 
can be used to convert web content, Blu-ray Disc media, photos and movies 
saved onto SD Memory Cards into 3D images with a high level of precision.

TC-L42ET5 42” (PATCL42ET5) ($11 est. yearly energy cost*) ........................948.00
TC-L47ET5 47” (PATCL47ET5) ($13 est. yearly energy cost*) ......................1198.00
TC-L55ET5 55” (PATCL55ET5) ($18 est. yearly energy cost*) ......................1798.00

*Based on 11 cents per kWh and 5 hours of use per day. Energy costs will depend on utility rates and use.

TC-L32E5 (PATCL32E5) 32” ($7 est. yearly energy cost*) .......... 529.99 TC-L37E5 (PATCL37E5) 37” ($9 est. yearly energy cost*) .......... 669.99

TC-L32C5 (PATCL32C5) 32” (est. yearly energy cost is $9*) ...... 298.00
TC-L42U5 (PATCL42U5) 42” (est. yearly energy cost is $16*) ..... 499.99 

TC-L24X5  (PATCL24X5) 24” (est. yearly energy cost is $5*) ...... 248.00
TC-L32X5 (PATCL32X5) 32” (est. yearly energy cost is $9*) ....... 398.00 

Smart Viera DT50 & WT50 Series
1080p 3D LED HDTVs

Available in 47- and 55”, the DT50 series features FULL HD 3D, IPS LED Panel, 1920 Backlight Scanning, built-in Wi-Fi and Web Browser; 
1080p resolution; 2D to 3D conversion; social networking TV function; 3D Real Sound with 8-Train speakers; four HDMI terminals and three 
USB ports.  Available in 47- and 55”, the WT50 series step up with Clear Panel Pro and super-narrow metal fFrame with crescent stand; 
social networking TV function which allow users to access social network sites while simultaneously watching TV; multitasking to switch 
between apps; and VIERA Touch Pad Controller.

TC-L47DT50 47” (PATCL47DT50) ($13 est. yearly energy cost*) . 1748.00 TC-L55DT50 55” (PATCL55DT50) ($18 est. yearly energy cost*) .2298.00
TC-L47WT50 47” (PATCL47WT50) ($13 est. yearly energy cost*) . 2198.00 TC-L55WT50 55” (PATCL55WT50) ($18 est. yearly energy cost*)..2798.00

LEDVD Series
Widescreen LED HDTVs with DVD Player

Coby’s LED TV/DVD combos offer a premium viewing experience, 
featuring brilliant picture, liquid-crystal display, and built-in digital 
TV tuner (ATSC/QAM/NTSC). With an HDMI digital connection and 
a 15-pin VGA interface, they are perfect for use as a television or 
computer monitor. Integrated full-range stereo speakers, AV inputs 
and digital noise reduction are also included. 

•  Integrated slot-loading DVD player upconverts DVD video to 
near-HD quality 

• DVD, DVD±R/RW, CD, CD-R/RW, and JPEG compatible 

• Play digital media directly from USB flash drives & SDHC cards 

• HDMI and  AV input jacks 

•  V-chip parental control, CC, and EPG support 

LEDVD1596 (COLEDVD1596)  ($2.79 est. yearly energy cost*)

15” wall-mountable (VESA 75mm x 75mm) ..................... ..139.57

LEDVD2396 (COLEDVD2396)  ($4.29 est. yearly energy cost*)

23” wall-mountable (VESA 75mm x 75mm) ...................... .219.95 

LEDVD3299 (COTFDVD3299)  ($6.79 est. yearly energy cost*)

32” wall-mountable (VESA 200mm x 200mm) .................. .275.00 

LED TV
LED Widescreen LED HDTVs

Coby’s LED HDTVs 
have an attractive 
super-slim profile 
that fits anywhere. 
They offer an 
extended backlight 
life expectancy 
(20,000 hours), 
have built-in digital 

TV tuner (ATSC/NTSC/ QAM), and are equipped with an HDMI input.

• PC VGA connection for use as a computer monitor

• Digital noise reduction and film-mode detection

• V-chip parental control, CC, and EPG support

LEDTV1526 (COLEDTV1526) ($2.99 est. yearly energy cost*)  

15” wall-mountable (VESA 75mm x 75mm) ......................... 99.95

LEDTV1926 (COLEDTV1926)  ($3.72 est. yearly energy cost*)

19” wall-mountable (VESA 75mm x 75mm) ....................... 132.95

LEDTV2326 (COLEDTV2326)  ($5.20 est. yearly energy cost*)

23” wall-mountable (VESA 75mm x 75mm) ....................... 184.95

LEDTV32226 (COLEDTV3226)  ($12.02 est. yearly energy cost*)

32” wall-mountable (VESA 200mm x 100mm) ................... 249.95

LEDTV3916 (COLEDTV3916)  ($16.02 est. yearly energy cost*)

39” wall-mountable (VESA 200mm x 100mm) ....... Call or Log-on
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*Based on 11 cents per kWh and 5 hours of use per day. Energy costs will depend on utility rates and use.

VIERA U50 
1080p Plasma HDTV

The 50” TC-P50U50 features the G15 Progressive Full-HD 1080p NeoPlasma 
Panel which displays over six million gradations of color with crisp contrast and the 
deep, detailed blacks that plasma screens are renowned for. 600Hz Sub-field Drive 
technology ensures action with striking clarity while gamers will appreciate the Game 
Mode which optimizes contrast and sharpness and accelerates image processing. 
The C.A.T.S. (Contrast Automatic Tracking System) will even adjust the screen’s 
brightness in relation to the ambient light conditions. Equipped with two HDMI inputs 
and one USB port. It also accepts SD cards or USB memory sticks to view photos, 
video clips and music on the large screen. You can also add frames and effects  and create slide shows complete with background music. 

TC-P50U50 1080p HDTV (PATCP50U50) ($19 est. yearly energy cost*) .................................................................................................. 798.00

Smart Viera UT50 Series   
1080p 3D Plasma HDTV

Available in four sizes, the UT50 series all offer FULL HD 3D and 1080p FULL HD 
resolution while 2500 FFD (Focused Field Drive) ensures action with striking clarity. 
Offers 2D–3D conversion; social networking TV function; VIERA Connect (Wi-Fi ready); 
Bluetooth; DLNA; VIERA Link; two HDMI inputs, two USB ports and accept SD cards 
or USB flash drives. Built-in 20W AV surround sound system. Use your tablet or smart 
phone as a game pad as well as a remote control for browsing the web. And if you 
have questions, just press the eHELP button on the included remote.

Smart Viera GT50 • VT50 Series 1080p 3D Plasma TVs
Available in four sizes, the GT50 series step up with 24,576 steps of gradation 
technology; multitasking; four HDMI connections and three USB ports. Additionally 
they incorporate the glass & metal design – stylish metal frame with a gradation 
metal pedestal. 

The 50- and 65” VT50 step-up with Infinite Black Ultra Panel and Deep Black hues 
which are achieved thanks to new pre-discharge technology. Also features ISFccc 
Calibration Mode with advanced calibration. Social Networking TV function allows 
users to access social network sites while simultaneously watching TV. Multitask-
ing feature to switch between apps; Louver Filter; and VIERA Touch Pad Controller.

The VT50 series incorporates a stunning one sheet of glass design. Flat and 
lustrous, this single pane of glass is totally obstruction-free. It expresses a minimalist sense of beauty by stripping away all unnecessary 
elements with a newly designed gradation metal pedestal.  

TC-P50UT50 50” (PATCP50UT50) ($21 est. yearly energy cost*) ............ ............................................................................................... 998.00
TC-P55UT50 55” (PATCP55UT50) ($24 est. yearly energy cost*) ........................................................................................................... 1258.00
TC-P60UT50 60” (PATCP60UT50) ($28 est. yearly energy cost*) ........................................................................................................... 1618.00

TC-P50GT50 50” 1080p 3D PLASMA TV (PATCP50GT50)  ($21 est. yearly energy cost*) ...................................................................... 1618.00
TC-P55GT50 55” 1080p 3D PLASMA TV (PATCP55GT50)  ($24 est. yearly energy cost*) ...................................................................... 1898.00
TC-P60GT50 60” 1080p 3D PLASMA TV (PATCP60GT50)  ($28 est. yearly energy cost*) ...................................................................... 2338.00
TC-P65GT50 65” 1080p 3D PLASMA TV (PATCP65GT50)  ($32 est. yearly energy cost*) ...................................................................... 2998.00
TC-P55VT50 55” 1080p 3D PLASMA TV (PATCP55VT50)  ($24 est. yearly energy cost*)....................................................................... 2498.00
TC-P65VT50 65” 1080p 3D PLASMA TV (PATCP65VT50)  ($32 est. yearly energy cost*) ....................................................................... 3698.00

Smart Viera ST50 Series Full HD 3D Plasma TV 
Available in four sizes, the ST50 series feature FULL HD 3D, Infinite Black Pro Panel; VIERA Connect with Web browser and built-in Wi-Fi; 
1080p FULL HD resolution; 2500 FFD (Focused Field Drive);  2D– 3D conversion; 
social networking TV function; Bluetooth; DLNA; VIERA Link, three HDMI inputs and 
two USB ports, and accept SD cards or USB flash drives. For audio, they offer 3D 
Real Sound with 8-Train Speakers. Eight small speakers with reflectors create 
surround effects enhanced by a super slim subwoofer that adds rumble, thunder 
and realistic base notes to your programming.

TC-P50ST50 50” (PATCP50ST50) ($21 est. yearly energy cost*) ...................... 1248.00
TC-P55ST50 55” (PATCP55ST50) ($24 est. yearly energy cost*) ...................... 1548.00
TC-P60ST50 60” (PATCP60ST50) ($28 est. yearly energy cost*) ...................... 1898.00
TC-P65ST50 65” (PATCP65ST50) ($32 est. yearly energy cost*) ...................... 2698.00

 

TY-ER3D4MU 3D Active Shutter Glasses
Durable hinges withstand 
repeated opening and 
closing. Quick charge of 
two minutes allows three 
hours of use. A 30 minute 
charge 
allows extended use for approximately 30 hours.
#PATYER3D4MU ..................................................................79.99

3D Passive Polarized Glasses (PATYEP3D10UB) ................17.99

DY-WL5 Wireless LAN Adapter
Provides you with wireless VIERA Cast 
connectivity to enjoy online content or a 
Blu-ray movie, without any connectivity 
ssues. Its receiving antenna is extremely 
sensitive, which means you’ll be able to 
depend on a stable connection at all times. (PADYWL5) ......... 48.00
TY-WL20U Wireless LAN Adapter (PATYWL20U)  69.99

TY-CC20W Skype Camera

Camera mounts with a 
magnetic bracket and  
easily attaches to a 
VIERA TV. Ttilting func-
tion enables fine angle 
adjustment. Delivers sterlilng picture quality thanks to improved 
lens performance and 1280 x 720 resolution at 30fps.
#PATYCC20W ................................................................... 129.99

telyHD 
Skype Video Calling Camera

This innovative device 
brings the ease and 
convenience of Skype 
calling to your living 
room and your HDTV with an HDMI port. Just connect it to your 
TV via HDMI and you’ll be sharing moments with friends in family 
in no time at all.  No computer needed and no monthly fee either. 
Vdeo transmission is in ultra-crisp 720p HD. (TESHDC) ....... 237.99

Visual World 
3D Glasses in Vantage Black (VIVANTBK01) ...........................17.95
3D Glasses in Vantage Light Blue (VIVANTLB02) .....................17.95
Aviator 3D Glasses in Aviator Black (VIAVIBK01) .....................19.00
Aviator 3D Glasses in Aviator Gold (VIAVIGLD02) ....................17.95
Children’s 3D Glasses in Child Paisley Blue (VICPBLU04) ........17.95
Children’s 3D Glasses in Child Paisley Pink (VICPPK03) ..........17.95
Children’s 3D Glasses in Child Black) (VICRBK02)...................17.95
Children’s 3D Glasses in Child Racing Stripe (VICRBLU01) ......17.95

Coby
7” Under-the-Cabinet TV/DVD Player (COKTFDVD709S) ........119.95
10” Under-the-Cabinet TV/DVD Player (COKTFDVD109Q) ......154.95
15.6” Under-the Cabinet TV/DVD Player (COKTFDVD1560) ....179.99

RCA
15.6” LED HDTV (RCDETK156R) ..........................................119.00
18.5” LED HDTV (RCDETK185R) ..........................................149.00
21.5” LED HDTV (RCDETK215R) ..........................................189.95
13.3” LED TV with DVD Player (RCDECK13DR) .....................164.75
15.6” LED TVwith DVD Player (RCDECK15DR) ......................189.00
18.5” LED TV with DVD Player (RCDECK18DR) .....................212.54
21.5” LED HDTV with DVD Player (RCDECK215R) .................209.95

RJ Technology Inc.
iView 1500LEDTV 15” TV/DVD Combo (RJ1500LEDTV) .........159.00
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LED HDTV
They feature LED backlighting, 720p and 1080p resolution 
and Picture Wizard II. Get easy self-calibration with 
on-screen reference points for key picture quality elements 
such as black level, color, tint, sharpness and backlight 
levels. Intelligent Sensor automatically optimizes the picture 
to the lighting and color conditions in the room for a more 
enjoyable viewing experience. Models with Smart TV let you 
access a limitless world of entertainment in a way that’s easier and more fun than ever before.

22LS3500  (LG22LS3500)  22” 720p 60Hz  (Estimated yearly energy cost is $5*) ...............................279.99
26LS3500  (LG26LS3500)  26” 720p 60Hz  (Estimated yearly energy cost is $5*) ...............................299.99

32LS3400  (LG32LS3400)  32” 720p 60Hz  (Estimated yearly energy cost is $8*) ...............................399.99
42LS3400  (LG42LS3400)  42” 720p 60Hz  (Estimated yearly energy cost is $11*) ..............................649.99
55LS4600  (LG55LS4600)  55” 1080p 120Hz  (Estimated yearly energy cost is $16*) ........................1499.99

42LS5700  (LG42LS5700)  42” 1080p Smart TV 120Hz  (Estimated yearly energy cost is $11*) ............999.99
47LS5700  (LG47LS5700)  47” 1080p Smart TV 120Hz  (Estimated yearly energy cost is $13*) ..........1199.99
55LS5700  (LG55LS5700)  55” 1080p Smart TV 120Hz  (Estimated yearly energy cost is $16*) ..........1699.99
60LS5700  (LG60LS5700)  60” 1080p Smart TV 120Hz  (Estimated yearly energy cost is $21*) ..........2399.99

42LM6200  (LG42LM6200)  42” 1080p 3D Smart TV 120Hz  (Estimated yearly energy cost is $11*) ....1199.99
47LM6200  (LG47LM6200)  47” 1080p 3D Smart TV 120Hz  (Estimated yearly energy cost is $13*) ...1399.99
55LM6200  (LG55LM6200)  55” 1080p 3D Smart TV 120Hz  (Estimated yearly energy cost is $16*) ...1899.99
65LM6200  (LG65LM6200)  65” 1080p 3D Smart TV 120Hz  (Estimated yearly energy cost is $25*) ...3299.99 

1080p Cinema 3D Smart LED TV 
47LM6700  (LG47LM6700)  47” 120Hz (Estimated yearly energy cost is $13*) ..................................1599.99
55LM6700  (LG55LM6700)  55” 120Hz (Estimated yearly energy cost is $16*) ..................................2099.99
47LM7600  (LG47LM7600) 47” 240Hz (Estimated yearly energy cost is $13*) ..................................1799.99
55LM7600  (LG55LM7600) 55” 240Hz (Estimated yearly energy cost is $16*) ..................................2299.99
47LM8600 (LG47LM8600)  47” 240Hz (Estimated yearly energy cost is $13*) ..................................2099.99
55LM8600  (LG55LM8600) 55” 240Hz (Estimated yearly energy cost is $16*) ..................................2699.99

LCD TV
32CS460  (LG32CS460)  32” 720p 60Hz (Estimated yearly energy cost is $9*) ......................................329.99
32CS560  (LG32CS560)  32” 1080p 60Hz (Estimated yearly energy cost is $9*) ..................................399.99
42CS560  (LG42CS560)  42” 1080p 60Hz (Estimated yearly energy cost is $16*) ................................579.99
42CS570  (LG42CS570)  42” 1080p 120Hz (Estimated yearly energy cost is $16*)...............................649.99
47CS570  (LG47CS570)  47” 1080p 120Hz  (Estimated yearly energy cost is $21*) ...............................799.99

47G2 47” Cinema 3D LED Google TV: 
Denjoy amazing 3D effects, comfortable, lightweight glasses, 2D to 3D content conversion, 3D depth 
control and a clear picture from virtually any angle. LG’s 2D-to-3D conversion feature can turn every-
thing from cinema classics to sports to your TV favorites into larger-than-life 3D. You also have a lot of 
programming choices . Surf the Web as it was intended to be with the Google Chrome Web browser. 
Browse Netflix, Facebook, HBO Go, and Pandora. Connect to Google Play and now your music, movies; 
apps from Google Play are all in one place. (LG47G2) ..............................................................1599.99

*Based on 11 cents per kWh and 5 hours of use per day. Energy costs will depend on utility rates and use.

42PA4500 (LG42PA4500)  42” 720p Plasma TV (Estimated yearly energy cost is $14*) .......................499.99
60PA5500 (LG60PA5500)  60” 1080p Plasma TV (Estimated yearly energy cost is $38*) ...................1099.99
50PA6500 (LG50PA6500)  50” 1080p Plasma TV (Estimated yearly energy cost is $28*) .....................799.99
600PA6500 (LG60PA6500)  60” 1080p Plasma TV (Estimated yearly energy cost is $38*) .................1349.99
42PM4700 (LG42PM4700)  42” 720p 3D Smart Plasma TV (Estimated yearly energy cost is $21*) ......629.99
50PM4700 (LG50PM4700)  50” 720p 3D Smart TV (Estimated yearly energy cost is $28*) ..................799.99
50PM6700 (LG50PM6700)  50” 1080p 3D Smart TV (Estimated yearly energy cost is $28*)...............1099.99
60PM6700 (LG60PM6700)  60” 1080p 3D Smart  TV (Estimated yearly energy cost is $38*)..............1649.99
50PM9700 (LG50PM9700)  50” 1080p 3D Smart  TV (Estimated yearly energy cost is $28*)..............1549.99
60PM9700 (LG60PM9700)  60” 1080p 3D Smart TV (Estimated yearly energy cost is $38*) ...............2199.99  

Plasma HDTV
LG’s Plasma TVs pack a huge amount of great 
high-end specs and convenience features into a 
wafer-thin 1” frame. They combine Dynamic  
Contrast with 720p or 1080p HD and the XD Color 
Engine to offer a remarkable TV by any standard. 
Intelligent Sensor automatically calibrates optimal 
settings. The 600Hz Subfield Drive renders 
crystal-clear, judderless action which will definitely 
make gamers and sports fans happy. Include multiple HDMI inputs and USB port. 

C2 Wall Mount Power Filter
The filter is designed to fully protect your wall-mounted display from 
damaging power surges, spikes and lightning. Isolated noise filter banks 
eliminate EMI/RFI as a source of audio and video signal degradation. 
LED status indicators provide proactive notification of changing power 
conditions including filtering, protection, overload, and wiring faults. A 
detachable 2’ power cord makes installation easier, giving you the op-
tion to switch to a longer cord (sold separately) for particular installations.

#APC2 ..................................................................................................................................... 49.95

APC H10 Home Theater Power Conditioner (APH10BLK) ................................................Call or Log-on
APC H15 Home Theater Power Conditioner (APH15BLK) ................................................Call or Log-on

AV600 Power Strip and Surge Protector - 6 Outlets (MOMPAV600) .............................................. 12.99
FlatScreen PowerProtect 200 Surge Protector (MOHSAVFL200) ................................................... 17.98
MPAV800 Power Strip and Surge Protector - 8 Outlet (MOMPAV800) ........................................... 29.99
HTS 300 Flatscreen Surge Protector - 3 Outlets (MOHTS300) ...................................................... 39.95
800 Home Theater PowerCenter  with Clean Power (MOMPHT800) .............................................. 38.59
PRO 900 Rack Mountable PowerCenter (MOMPPRO900EF) .......................................................... 99.95
HTS 1000 MKIII Power Strip and Surge Protector (MOMPHTS100MK) .......................................... 129.95
Pro 3500 Power Center Rack - 12 Outlets (MOP3500RPC) ......................................................... 299.95

Clean Power & Surge Protectors

AQUOS 6/5 Series AQUOS 1080p Smart LED TV
Available in five sizes, they feature high- 
performance AQUOS LCD Panel, edge lit 
LED backlighting, Full HD 1080p, 120Hz 
Fine Motion Enhanced, and a new narrow 
bezel design. Four HDMI inputs are 
available to connect to your favorite devices.
They also offer built-in Wi-Fi and access 
to Sharp’s SmartCentral user interface 
with access to the most popular apps like 
Facebook and Twitter, and movies on 
demand from Netflix to CinemaNow.  
The 640U Series steps up with dedicated support from AQUOS ADVANTAGE LIVE experts. That means 
priority service, from available remote TV setup to live technical support.

LC-42LE540U (SHLC42LE540U) 42” (Estimated yearly energy cost is $12*)........................................ 697.99
LC-52LE640U (SHLC52LE640U) 52” (Estimated yearly energy cost is $16*)...................................... 1197.99
LC-60LE640U (SHLC60LE640U) 60” (Estimated yearly energy cost is $20*)...................................... 1497.99
LC-70LE640U (SHLC70LE640U)  60” (Estimated yearly energy cost is $32*) ..................................... 2497.99

AQUOS 7 Series & AQUOS Quattron 8 Series
Smart 3D LED TVs

Available in 60- and 70-inches, the 7 Series  also feature a newly designed ultra-slim bezel design with 
a rich black-brushed aluminum finish. These Full HD Active 3D edge-lit LED TVs feature Sharp’s high-
performance AQUOS LCD Panel, full HD 1080p and 120Hz refresh rate. Optimally designed AQUOS LED 
TVs enhance brightness and color vibrancy. Higher refresh rates deliver crisp picture detail with less 
blur.The 7 Series also features built-in Wi-Fi, SmartCentral and four HDMI inputs.
The Quattron 8’s 60-inch LC-60LE847U and 70-inch LC-70LE847U  offer a sleeker look with a newly 
designed ultra-slim bezel with a black brushed aluminum finish. The  are edge-lit LED with Quattron 
Quad Pixel Plus II technology and 240Hz to virtually eliminate blur and artifacts on fast-motion picture 
quality. They have built-in Wi-Fi and SmartCentral and are equipped with four HDMI inputs. 

LC-60LE745U 60” LED/120Hz/3D (SHLC60LE745U)  (Estimated yearly energy cost is $20*).............. 1797.99
LC-70LE745U 70” LED/120Hz/3D (SHLC70LE745U)  (Estimated yearly energy cost is $32*).............. 2797.99
LC-60LE847U 60” Quattron LED/3D (SHLC60LE847U)  (Estimated yearly energy cost is $20*) ........... 2197.99
LC-70LE847U 70” Quattron LED/3D (SHLC70LE847U) (Estimated yearly energy cost is $32*)............ 3297.99
LC-80LE844U 80” Quattron Smart 3D LED TV  (SHLC80LE844U) (Est. yearly energy cost is $46*) .... 4999.00

AN-3DG20-B Rechargeable 3D Glasses (SHAN3DG20B) .............................................................. 59.99
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BRAVIA BX330 • BX450 Series 
CCFL Backlit LCD HDTVs

Brilliant 720p (BX330) or 1080p (BX450) quality with CCFL backlight. They are equipped with  
two HDMI and two HD component inputs, as well as a PC input allowing use as a computer 
monitor. There is also a USB input for photo, music and video playback. Built-in light sensor 
automatically adjusts picture brightness based on amount of light in the room. Conveniently 
operate other BRAVIA Sync compatible devices with one remote control.

KDL-32BX330 32” (SOKDL32BX330) ($14 est. yearly energy cost*)  ............................... 328.00 
KDL-40BX450 40” 1080p CCFL TV (SOKDL40BX450) ($22 est. yearly energy cost*)  ..............................................................................498.00
KDL-46BX450 46” 1080p CCFL TV (SOKDL46BX450) ($24 est. yearly energy cost*)  ..............................................................................698.00

KDL-32EX340 32” BRAVIA Ultra Slim LED TV (SOKDL32EX340) ($9 est. yearly energy cost*)...................................................................398.00 
KDL-42EX440 42” BRAVIA Ultra Slim LED TV (SOKDL42EX440)  ($11 est. yearly energy cost*) ................................................................648.00

BRAVIA EX640 Series
1080p LED Backlit LCD HDTV

The BRAVIA KDL-EX640 series feature  brilliant Full HD (1080p) picture quality with 
Edge LED backlight and Clear Resolution Enhancer to deliver outstanding contrast 
and dark-scene detail, sharp images, rich color detail, and vivid, clear, life-like 
picture in a thin design.  It also lets you see smooth and precise detail during 
fast-paced sports and movies with Motionflow™ XR 240 technology. 
Wi-Fi-ready (with in-box Wi-Fi adapter), you can enjoy the widest selection of 
internet entertainment. 

KDL40EX640 40” 1080p LED TV ($14 est. yearly energy cost*)  (SOKDL40EX640) ..................................................................................898.00
KDL55EX640 55” 1080p LED TV  ($22 est. yearly energy cost*) (SOKDL55EX640) ................................................................................1798.00
KDL46EX645 46” 1080p LED TV ($16 est. yearly energy cost*)  (SOKDL46EX645) ................................................................................1198.00
KDL50EX645 50” 1080p LED TV ($20 est. yearly energy cost*)  (SOKDL50EX645)  ......................................................................................1298.00
KDL60EX645 60” 1080p LED TV  ($25 est. yearly energy cost*) (SOKDL60EX645)  ......................................................................................1998.00

*Based on 11 cents per kWh and 5 hours of use per day. Energy costs will depend on utility rates and use.

BRAVIA HX750 • HX850 Series
1080p KED LCD HDTV with 3D

The HX750 and HX850 series feature outstanding picture quality that is further 
enhanced with Sony’s X-Reality and X-Reality PRO digital video processors. The 
single-chip X-Reality engine (HX750) separates incoming video into its constituent 
parts of outline, texture and color/contrast, and then applies image enhancements 
to deliver its outstanding picture. The dual-chip X-Reality PRO optical engine (HX850) 
optimizes video sources by utilizing a vast database of signal patterns and comparing 
incoming signals with ideal scenes to display unprecedented detail and astonishing 
color. XR 480 technology (HX750) and Motionflow XR 960 technology (HX850) reduces blur caused by quick camera movements, enhancing 
sharpness and creating a smoother viewing experience for fast-paced sports and movie programming, as well as gaming. 

•  ‘Throw’ a browsed website from a smartphone to the TV for view-
ing, and the app allows control of the web cursor with one thumb, 
tapping for selecting links, and pinching in and out to enlarge or 
shrink the viewable areas. Apps function as a full remote control 
with keyboard, allowing easy online content search and playback.

•  DNLA®-certified and built-in Wi-Fi let you share content from 
mobile devices and computers on a network, as well as offer a  
variety of control options via Sony’s Media Remote and Remote 
Keyboard apps, for a comfortable, lean-back experience at home. 

•  Sony’s Track ID® service powered by Gracenote analyzes any 
selected song playing on the TV, identifies it, and provides artist, 
album, and song information.  

•  Connect a camera and mic and enjoy free widescreen Skype-to-
Skype video calls with friends and family (subject to Skype terms 
and conditions). Make voice calls while  watching TV.

•  HX850 series (only) incorporates Sony’s distinctive Monolithic 
design incorporating Gorilla® Glass by Corning, allowing for 
thinner, lighter and stronger screen material.

KDL46HX750 46” 1080p 3D LED TV (SOKDL46HX750)  ($16 est. yearly energy cost*) ..........................................................................1598.00
KDL55HX750 55” 1080p 3D LED TV (SOKDL55HX750)  ($22 est. yearly energy cost*) ..........................................................................2098.00
KDL46HX850 46” 1080p 3D LED TV (SOKDL46HX850)  ($16 est. yearly energy cost*) ..........................................................................2098.00
KDL55HX850 55” 1080p 3D LED TV (SOKDL55HX850)  ($22 est. yearly energy cost*) ..........................................................................2598.00

BRAVIA XBR-HX929
The top-of-the-line XBR-HX929 is 3D capable and features brilliant Full HD picture 
quality with Intelligent Peak LED backlight for outstanding contrast. The backlight 
uses full array local dimming for deeper blacks, while also boosting brightness in 
lighter scenes creating incredible on-screen contrast.  Sony’s MotionFlow XR 960 
has precise backlight control that is synchronized with the liquid crystal movement 
from frame to frame creating clearer, sharper moving images. Rear IR-input and 
two-way RS-232 offers  integration with 3rd-party control systems. 

XBR-55HX929 (SOXBR55HX929) : 55” ($24 est. yearly energy cost*) .............3498.00

3D Active Glasses (SOTDGBR250B) ......................................48.00
TDG-BR750 3D Glasses (SOTDGBR750) ...............................98.00
3D Starter Pack (SO3DBNDLNARN) .....................................148.00
Harry Potter 3D Starter Pack (SO3DBNDLHPOT) ...................178.00
3D Sync Transmitter for 3D BRAVIA TVs (SOTMRBR100) .......49.99
CMU-BR100 Skype Camera/Mic  (SOCMUBR100) ...............148.00
HWS-BTA2W Bluetooth Trans/Receiver (SOHWSBTA2W)........58.99

Hitachi LE-32T05A 32” LED TV (HILE32T05A) ...................449.95
Sharp LC-32M400M 32” LCD TV (SHLC32M400M) ............349.95
Toshiba  24HV10 24” REGZA Full HD LCD TV (TO24HV10) .269.95

Samsung 
LA-32D403 32” LCD TV (SALA32D403) .............................349.95
LA-40D503 40” LCD TV (SALA40D503).............................559.95
UA32EH4000M 32” LED TV (SAUA32EH4000) ...................475.00 

Sony 
KLV-22BX320 22” BRAVIA  LCD TV (SOKLV22BX320) ........294.95
KDL-32CX520 32” Internet LCDTV (SOKDL32CX520) .........479.95
KDL40EX520 40” Internet LED TV (SOKDL40EX52E) ...........899.95

Multisystem Televisions

Sony 3D Glasses & Accessories

VideoWave® II System
46-and 55” Entertainment Systems

Discover a completely new approach 
to TV and home theater – one 
that simplifies everything. 
The Bose® VideoWave® II 
is the only system that 
combines vivid high- 
definition picture with a 
complete Bose home theater 
sound system built inside.
Exclusive Bose technology 
reproduces sound from places where 
there are no speakers, creating a deep, engaging entertainment 
experience that took over a decade of research to accomplish. 
There’s no separate subwoofer. No speakers to install. And no 
audio wires in sight. With an included dock for iPod, it even 
doubles as a music system.
Innovative click pad remote has just a few buttons for the functions 
you use most, such as powering on and off, changing channels, 
adjusting volume and selecting sources. For everything else, the 
remote works together with a unique onscreen display that lets 
you access and control your sources with a touch, glide and click.  
•  1080p LED backlit display, with no speakers, subwoofer or audio 

wires in sight.
•  Enjoy HD content without the clutter or complexity of a  

conventional home theater system connected to a TV.
•  Delivers the deep lows of a home theater system without the 

need for a separate subwoofer.
•  Wide, spacious sound well beyond the screen, delivered by  

exclusive PhaseGuide technology, combined with a unique 
seven-element speaker array and advanced signal processing.

•  Customizes its sound during setup to the room – made possible 
by proprietary ADAPTiQ® audio calibration system.

•  Easily connect and control additional sources, such as a Blu-ray 
Disc player. Exclusive Unify® technology guides you through the 
process, step by step.

46” (BOVW246)  ................................................................. 4999.00
55” (BOVW255) .................................................................. 5999.00
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E550 Series LCD HDTV
• Full HD 1080p resolution
•  Two HDMI v1.4 inputs 
•  Connect a thumb drive or digital camera to the USB port 

and view JPEGs or listen to MP3 files
•  Exclusive Touch of Color design integrates texture and 

color for a seamless look and feel
•  Support multi-channel sound (MTS) and second audio 

program (SAP) with 181-channel capacity
•  Get crisp, clear digital quality sound from stereo speakers 

via advanced SRS technology.

LN40E550 40” 1080p LCD TV (SALN40E550)  ($13 est. yearly energy cost*)  ..................................547.99
LN46E550 46” 1080p LCD TV (SALN46E550)  ($18 est. yearly energy cost*)  ..................................747.99

EH4000 • EH5000 Series LED 720p and 1080p HDTVs
• 720p (EH4000) or 1080p (EH5000) resolution

•  Two HDMI v1.4 inputs 

•  Wide Color Enhancer Plus lets you to see picture color 
the way the director originally intended. Delivers excep-
tionally vibrant, yet natural looking images and depicts 
subtle details and tones.

•  Connect a thumb drive to the USB port and view 

   movies and pictures on the TV. 

•  Dolby Digital Plus / Dolby Pulse optimizes TV sound quality. 10W x 2 audio system supports multi-
channel sound (MTS) and second audio program. 

•  SRS TheaterSound HD delivers surround sound multi-channel content, using just the built-in speak-
ers to significantly  enhance both the depth and dimensions of audio right through the TV.

•  EH5000 steps up with a CMR (Clear Motion Rate) of 120, twice as fast as the EH4000 (CMR 60) to 
display better quality images in motion. 

UN26EH4000 26” LED HDTV (SAUN26EH4000)  ($5 est. yearly energy cost*) .................................. 297.99
UN32EH4000 32” LED HDTV (SAUN32EH4000)  ($7 est. yearly energy cost*) .................................. 377.99
UN32EH5000 32” 1080p LED HDTV (SAUN32EH5000)  ($7 est. yearly energy cost*) ........................ 447.99
UN37EH5000 37” 1080p LED HDTV (SAUN37EH5000)  ($9 est. yearly energy cost*) ........................ 497.99
UN40EH5000 40” 1080p LED HDTV (SAUN40EH5000)  ($11 est. yearly energy cost*) ....................... 677.99
UN46EH5000 46” 1080p LED HDTV (SAUN46EH5000) $12.50 est. yearly energy cost*) ................... 877.99
UN50EH5000 50” 1080p LED TV (SAUN50EH5000)  ($14 est. yearly energy cost*) ......................... 1047.99 

UN19D4003 19” Class LED HDTV (SAUN19D4003)  ($3 est. yearly energy cost*) ............................. 197.99
LN40D630 40” 1080p LCD TV (SALN40D630)  ($16 est. yearly energy cost*) ................................... 697.99
LN46D630 46” 1080p LCD TV (SALN46D630)  ($22 est. yearly energy cost*) ................................... 877.99

EH5300 Series LED Smart HDTV
Never miss a moment with these LED Smart HDTVs. 
Stepping up from the EH5000 series, Smart Content 
includes new ways to explore and locate your favorite 
shows, movies games and more. A full web browser 
with built-in Wi-Fi and innovative apps made for TV, 
along with Signature Services, enhances your enjoy-
ment. AllShare Play lets you stream content from 
other devices and enjoy it on the big screen.  Wide 
Color Enhancer Plus provides vibrant natural- looking 
images and it’s all in a sleek ultra slim design.

•  Three HDMI v1.4 inputs and two USB ports

•  With built-in Wi-Fi, users can use  Samsung’s 
Smart Hub to access a wide range of apps on Samsung 
Apps or browse the web; it also Samsung AllShare. 

•  AllShare DLNA Networking lets you connect to your home network and stream music, videos, and 
photos from other DLNA Certified devices to the TV. Browse any website from your mobile device, 
and with a single tap on the screen, redirect and launch that site on the TV. 

•  Content can be shared between suported mobile devices, PCs and a Samsung Smart TV—  whether 
they are in the same room or on opposite sides of the world.

•  De-Blocking and De-Mosquito picture filters significantly improve the viewing experience for low 
resolution video. 

• Samsung’s narrow bezel design allows a larger screen without increasing the overall size of the TV.

UN32EH5300 32” Class LED HDTV (SAUN32EH5300)  ($7 est. yearly energy cost*) .........................497.99
UN40EH5300 40” Class LED HDTV  (SAUN40EH5300) $9est. yearly energy cost*) ...........................727.99
UN46EH5300 46” Class LED HDTV (SAUN46EH5300) ($11 est. yearly energy cost*) .........................927.99

LED backlighting is not only more energy-efficient than its CCFL counterpart, 
it delivers richer colors and sharper images, even in fast moving scenes. They 
also allow a slimmer design, allowing them to check in at just just over an inch 
deep without their stand. Samsung’s ultra-thin bezel design adds to the visual 
appeal, making these displays almost all screen, and a worthy addition to 
almost any room.

EH6000 • ES6100 Series 
LED HDTV and LED Smart HDTV

EH6100 step up features from the EH5300 
Series (the EH6000 series is the same as 
the EH6100 without Smart TV features):

•  Clear Motion Rate of 240 ensures you’ll be 
able to see fast-moving images clearly and 
in great detail, all in a slim profile design.

•  Through a customized recommendation 
service for video and other content, Your 
Video allows you to watch and preview movie 
trailers and TV programs. You can even read 
a brief synopsis and user ratings before 
purchasing a movie.

•  With built in WiFi, all you need is webcam  
and you can Skype™ with family and friends right on the big screen! 

SSG-2100AB Powered 3D Active Glasses for Adults
Lightweight glasses sync with Samsung’s 3D televisions to immerse you 
in 3D movies, shows, and games. Comfortable design allows you to 
watch for hours, even if you wear regular eyeglasses. They are battery-
operated and a single CR2035 coin-type battery lasts about 50 hours in normal use. (SA3DGBT) ..69.99

SSG-4100GB 3D Glasses (Battery Type) (SASSG4100GB) ............................................................19.99
SSG-3500CR 3D Rechargeable Active Glasses (SASSG3500CR) ..................................................79.00
SSG-3550CR 3D Rechargeable Active Glasses (SASSG3550CR) ..................................................49.99
SSG-M3750CR 3D Rechargeable Active Glasses (SASSGM3750CR) ............................................99.99
  
CY-STC1100 Smart TV Skype Camera 
Simply place the camera on top of your HDTV and 
connect it, no mounting hardware or tools are 
required. The camera is Skype-certified, has an 
auto-focus lens, and delivers 720p HD video 
quality. The tilt neck lets you adjust the camera for 
perfect framing, while 4 integrated microphones capture clear, natural audio. (SATVCS) .............169.99

HD Skype HD TV Camera (SAVGSTC2000) ..................................................................................99.99
Wireless USB 2.0 Wi-Fi Adapter  (SAWIS12ABGNX) ......................................................................49.99 
WMN2000AX/ZA Slim Wall Mount (SAWMN2000A) ....................................................................84.95
WMN2000BX/ZA Slim Wall Mount (SAWMN2000B) ..................................................................189.95
WMN2000CX/ZA Slim Wall Mount (SAWMN2000C) ..................................................................161.99

UN40EH6000 40” 1080p LED TV (SAUN40EH6000)  ($11 est. yearly energy cost*)  ..........................777.99
UN46EH6000 46” 1080p LED TV (SAUN46EH6000)  ($13 est. yearly energy cost*)  ..........................977.99
UN50EH6000 50” 1080p LED TV (SAUN50EH6000)  ($14 est. yearly energy cost*)  ........................1147.99
UN55EH6000 55” 1080p LED TV (SAUN55EH6000)  ($16 est. yearly energy cost*)  ........................1397.99
UN60EH6000 60” 1080p LED TV (SAUN60EH6000)  ($18 est. yearly energy cost*)  ........................1897.99
UN65EH6000 65” 1080p LED TV (SAUN65EH6000)  ($21 est. yearly energy cost*)  ........................2397.99

UN40ES6100 40” Class Slim LED HDTV (SAUN40ES6100)  ($11 est. yearly energy cost*)  ..............1097.99
UN46ES6100 46” Class Slim LED HDTV (SAUN46ES6100)  ($13 est. yearly energy cost*)  ..............1297.99
UN50ES6100 50” 1080p LED TV (SAUN50ES6100)  ($14 est. yearly energy cost*)  .........................1597.99 
UN55ES6100 55” Class Slim LED HDTV (SAUN55ES6100)  ($16 est. yearly energy cost*)  ..............1997.99 
UN60ES6100 60” 1080p LED TV (SAUN60ES6100)  ($21 est. yearly energy cost*)  .........................2597.99

*Based on 11 cents per kWh and 5 hours of use per day. Energy costs will depend on utility rates and use.
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PLASMA HDTV
With sharp 2D and 3D images, virtually no motion blur, 
deep blacks and vivid colors, Samsung’s 
Plasma line offers jaw-dropping picture 
quality uncompromised by its sleek, 
elegant design. Plasma +1 narrow 
bezel design delivers even larger screen 
sizes than previously available so you 
can enjoy outstanding immersive 
experience. For TV shows and movies, 
the innovative 600Hz subfield motion 
technology renders even the fastest-
moving scenes with the utmost clarity 
and precision, so that each detail is 
crystal-clear. Advanced 3D technology 
makes the thrills truly come alive once you 
experience the depth and realism of 3D movie titles and TV programming.

E450 • E490 • E530 • E550 Series  
The D450 and D490 feature 720p resolution and 600Hz Subfield Motion technology which ensures 
action with striking clarity. Gamers will appreciate the 0.001ms response time coupled with a high-
gloss design, which optimizes contrast and sharpness and accelerates image processing. ConnectShare 
allows users to connect a USB thumb drive or digital camera to view videos, music playlist and pictures 
via the remote. Otherwise the same, the 3D-ready D490 series can connect to a Samsung Blu-ray 3D 
player to play 3D titles or upconvert regular 2D content to immersive 3D.
The E530 steps-up with Samsung Crystal Full HD Engine (1920 x 1080) chip. By unifying all of the TV’s 
advanced imaging technologies, it expands performance, enhances all aspects of the image, and takes 
picture quality and image integrity to new levels of excellence.  
The E550 steps up with the connected power of Smart TV, along with amazing 3D. Utilizing the TV’s 
built-in Wi-Fi, Samsung Smart TV is your portal to online content, sharing and chatting with friends, plus 
streaming movies, music – and so much more. 

ES6500 • ES6580 • ES6600 Series
3D LED Smart HDTVs

Step-up features from the ES6100 Series  

•  Connect to a Blu-ray 3D player to play 3D titles   
for the ultimate “reality” TV. 3D Active Glasses 
sync up with the ES6500 Series to produce 3D 
images that virtually leap off the screen. Comes 
with two pairs of glasses. 

•  Real Black Pro filter delivers even better black 
levels. Has an unprecedented ability to absorb 
external light reflections through an increased 
wedge depth, which leads to “blacker” blacks, more-realistic pictures and higher color contrast. 

•  Clear Motion Rate of 480 renders fast motion scenes in clear detail.  

•  For greater flexibility and control, the TV is compatible with the optional Smart Wireless Keyboard. 
Featuring a standard-sized keyboard along with touch pad, it utilizes Bluetooth to connect to the TV 
and also has an IR emitter to support TV functions. Can also be used with the Galaxy Tab or other 
mobile devices. 

ES6580 Series:  Same as ES6500, plus it includes 4 pairs of 3D Active Glasses and a webcam

ES6600 Series: Steps up from the ES6500 with Samsung’s Micro Dimming contrast enhancement. 

UN32ES6500 32” (SAUN32ES6500)  ($7 est. yearly energy cost*) ....................................................897.99
UN40ES6500 40” (SAUN40ES6500)  ($11 est. yearly energy cost*) ................................................1377.99
UN46ES6500 46” (SAUN46ES6500)  ($13 est. yearly energy cost*) ................................................1577.99
UN50ES6500 50” (SAUN50ES6500)  ($14 est. yearly energy cost*) ................................................1897.99
UN55ES6500 55” (SAUN55ES6500)  ($16 est. yearly energy cost*) ................................................2297.99
UN60ES6500 60” (SAUN60ES6500)  ($21 est. yearly energy cost*) ................................................2897.99
UN65ES6500 65” (SAUN65ES6500)  ($23 est. yearly energy cost*) ................................................3597.99 

UN40ES6580 40” (SAUN40ES6580)  ($11 est. yearly energy cost*) ................................................1477.99
UN46ES6580 46” (SAUN46ES6580)  ($13 est. yearly energy cost*) ................................................1677.99 
UN50ES6580 50” (SAUN50ES6580)  ($14 est. yearly energy cost*) ................................................2077.99
UN55ES6580 55” (SAUN55ES6580)  ($16 est. yearly energy cost*) ................................................2397.99

UN46ES6600 46” (SAUN46ES6600)  ($13 est. yearly energy cost*) ................................................1747.99
UN55ES6600 55” (SAUN55ES6600)  ($16 est. yearly energy cost*) ................................................2477.99

ES7100 • ES7500 • ES8000 Series
3D LED Smart HDTVs

The ES7100 steps-up from the ES6600 with a 
built-in Dual Core processor. This means your 
Smart TV and web browsing experience will run 
better than ever. With faster processing and mul-
titasking capabilities, now you can pause a show, 
stream a movie or open apps, and return 
to your movie without missing a beat! The Ultra 
Slim bezel provides a virtually edgeless picture for 
a truly immersive viewing 
experience. Comes with 4 pairs of glasses. 
The ES7500 series step up with Micro Dimming Pro to deliver stunning contrast color, and detail. It also 
a built-in camera for Skype, and makes accessing Apps, Signature Services and browsing easy. Voice 
and gesture controls, face recognition, the Smart Touch Remote and the Smart View Mobile App all 
provide unique ways to interact with your TV. 
The ES8000 series steps up with Micro Dimming Ultimate for  significant increase in brightness, richer 
colors and higher contrast ratio. They also incorporate the ultra-slim ONE Design bezel  complemented 
by a new U-shape stand that makes the TV look almost weightless. 

PN43E450 43” (SAPN43E450)   ($121 est. yearly energy cost*)........................................................497.99
PN51E450 51” (SAPN51E450)  ($26 est. yearly energy cost*) ..........................................................647.99
PN51E490 51” (SAPN51E490)  ($26 est. yearly energy cost*) ..........................................................717.99
PN51E530 51” (SAPN51E530)  ($26 est. yearly energy cost*) ..........................................................897.99
PN60E530 60” (SAPN60E530)  ($31 est. yearly energy cost*) ........................................................1497.99
PN51E550 51” (SAPN51E550)  ($26 est. yearly energy cost*) ........................................................1097.99
PN60E550 60” (SAPN60E550)  ($31 est. yearly energy cost*) ........................................................1747.99
PN64E550 64” (SAPN64E550)  ($40 est. yearly energy cost*) ........................................................2297.99

PN51E6500 51” (SAPN51E6500)  ($28 est. yearly energy cost*) .....................................................1397.99
PN60E6500 60” (SAPN60E6500)  ($37 est. yearly energy cost*) ....................................................1997.99
PN51E7000 51” (SAPN51E7000)  ($28 est. yearly energy cost*) .....................................................1497.99
PN60E7000 60” (SAPN60E7000)  ($37 est. yearly energy cost*) ....................................................2297.99
PN64E7000 64” (SAPN64E7000)  ($43 est. yearly energy cost*) ....................................................3097.99
PN51E8000 51” (SAPN51E8000)  ($28 est. yearly energy cost*) .....................................................1997.99
PN60E8000 60” (SAPN60E8000)  ($37 est. yearly energy cost*) ....................................................2797.99
PN64E8000 64” (SAPN64E8000)  ($43 est. yearly energy cost*) ....................................................3597.99

UN46ES7100 46” (SAUN46ES7100)  ($13 est. yearly energy cost*) ................................................2197.99
UN55ES7100 55” (SAUN55ES7100)  ($16 est. yearly energy cost*) ................................................2897.99
UN60ES7100 60” (SAUN60ES7100)  ($21 est. yearly energy cost*) ................................................3497.99
UN46ES7500 46” (SAUN46ES7500)  ($13 est. yearly energy cost*) ................................................2397.99
UN55ES7500 55” (SAUN55ES7500)  ($16 est. yearly energy cost*) ................................................3097.99
UN60ES7500 60” (SAUN60ES7500)  ($21 est. yearly energy cost*) ................................................3697.99
UN46ES8000 46” (SAUN46ES8000)  ($13 est. yearly energy cost*) ................................................2697.99
UN55ES8000 55” (SAUN55ES8000)  ($16 est. yearly energy cost*) ................................................3397.99
UN60ES8000 60” (SAUN60ES8000)  ($21 est. yearly energy cost*) ................................................3997.99
UN65ES8000 65” (SAUN65ES8000)  ($24 est. yearly energy cost*) ................................................4697.99

E6500 • E7000 • E8000 Series  
Stepping up, the D6500 features Samsung’s Real Black Pro Panel. An advancement within the panel 
structure of the plasma and a software improvement that depicts blacker blacks, bolder color, higher 
contrast and exceptional picture quality. This technological improvement provides the most cinematic 
viewing experience available.

Stepping up, the E7000 has a built-in Dual Core processor. Samsung Smart TV and web browsing 
experience will run better than ever. With faster processing and multitasking capabilities, now you can 
pause a show, stream a movie or open apps, and return to your movie without missing a beat!

E8000 uses a new filter and panel structure to eliminate layered images and produce clear images from 
almost every angle.  Slim cabinet for an ultra-sleek,contemporary look.   Eco Sensor measures the 
intensity of the light in the room and automatically adjusts the brightness of the image on the TV. 
Navigate your Interactive Smart TV with the Smart Touch Remote Control. The convenient touchpad lets 
viewers intuitively navigate through Smart Hub and the Full Web Browser. Easy access to key functions 
are readily located at the top along with a mic for voice navigation.

*Based on 11 cents per kWh and 5 hours of use per day. Energy costs will depend on utility rates and use.
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C120 • E210
720p and 1080p LCD (CCFL) HDTV 

The 32” 720p C120 features dynamic picture mode, offering enhanced color 
saturation and sharpness; DynaLight dynamic backlight control for deeper blacks 
and more detail; advanced picture settings tailored for movies and games; and an 
energy-saving auto brightness sensor to change brightness based on room lighting. 
game mode improves the gaming experience by reducing controller delay.  Has USB 
port, HDMI inputs and a PC input. 40” 40E220U steps up with 1080p resolution and 
Audyssey Sound Enhancement.

L5200 • L6200
Full HD 1080p and 1080p 3D LED HDTV

The L5200 Series steps up with Full HD 1080p resolution for detailed, realistic 
images and includes ClearFrame™ 120Hz technology for clear fast action video. 
The L6200 Series combines Toshiba’s Aero bezel-less design, immersive pas-
sive 3D, and robust Smart TV capabilities. ePortal makes it easy to find and 
control all elements of the system. The built-in MediaGuide provides detailed 
program metadata for unmatched content discovery and organization. SearchAll 
allows users to enter any keyword and automatically search TV channels, 
streaming video and the home network for related content. Open Browser gives 
users access virtually any website and then create bookmarks for favorites. And, eManual puts the owner’s manual on screen for quick 
access to possible questions.  MediaShare is a simple graphic DLNA® interface that allows the L6200 series to easily access and stream 
videos, music and photos from other home network devices. TRAC ensures compatibility with Android-based devices. Using the Toshiba 
Remote app,TRAC takes advantage of the full IR code library and IR blaster built into the TV, to provide unique total A/V system control. 

65HT2U 65” 1080p LCD HDTV
Think you need to break your budget to enjoy blockbuster HD entertainment? Not with 
the 65HT2U. Featuring an all-new design, this big-screen TV looks great in any living 
room, family room or home theater.  Watch your favorite movies and programming in 
1080p full HD. Savor fast-action sports or edge-of-your-seat gaming clearly thanks to 
exclusive CineSpeed® Panel (rated for an 8ms or less response time, which delivers 
better high-speed video) and ClearFrame™ 120 Hz technology which doubles the video 
frames from 60 per second to 120 per second, virtually eliminating motion blur without 
adding flicker or decreasing image brightness. Show your latest vacation videos and pics 
with a high-res PC connection. Built-in game mode provides maximum-speed image 
processing to enhance your experience. Convenience features include sleep timer, 

channel browsing and MP3 playback using the USB media port. (TO65HT2) ($38 est. yearly energy cost*) ....................................Call or Log-on

40” 1080pLED TV (TO40L5200)  ($14 est. yearly energy cost*) ...............................................................................................................599.99 
46” 1080p LED TV (TO46L5200)  ($16 est. yearly energy cost*) ..............................................................................................................799.99 
50” 1080p 3D LED TV (TO50L5200)  ($19 est. yearly energy cost*) .........................................................................................................999.99 
42” 1080p 3D LED TV (TO42L6200)  ($14 est. yearly energy cost*) .........................................................................................................999.99 
47” 1080p 3D LED TV (TO47L6200)  ($15 est. yearly energy cost*) .......................................................................................................1199.99 
55” 1080p 3D LED TV (TO55L6200)  ($21 est. yearly energy cost*) .......................................................................................................1699.99 

*Based on 11 cents per kWh and 5 hours of use per day. Energy costs will depend on utility rates and use.

L4200 Series  LED HDTV 
Available in 19-, 24- and 32” for flexible placement around the home. The L4200 
Series includes the new Dynamic Picture Mode which maximizes picture contrast, color 
and sharpness to provide a highly compelling and vivid visual experience. 
Audyssey sound enhancement suite to ensure a better sound experience, and 
flexible connectivity with two HDMI ports, an HD PC input and a USB Media port. They 
also feature Toshiba’s Aero Family Design as well as a thin bezel treatment, for a modern 
look that fits well into virtually any home décor.
 V4210 1080p Full HD LED/DVD Combo TV will available in the 24-inch class screen 
size and combines the space-saving convenience of a built-in DVD player with the latest 

picture and sound technologies. This TV is also equipped with the new Dynamic Picture Mode and Audyssey sound enhancement suite. Ad-
ditional connectivity includes two HDMI ports and a USB Media port. The HD PC Input allows the TV to double as a high quality PC monitor. 

19” 720p LED TV (TO19L4200)  ($5 est. yearly energy cost*) .....................................................................................................Call or Log-on
24” 720p LED TV (TO24L4200)  ($7 est. yearly energy cost*) .................................................................................................................229.00
32” 720p LED TV (TO32L4200)  ($10 est. yearly energy cost*) ...............................................................................................................319.99
40” 1080p LED TV (TO40L2200U)  ($14 est. yearly energy cost*) ..........................................................................................................  529.99 
50” 1080p LED TV (TO50L2200)  ($19 est. yearly energy cost*) .............................................................................................................799.99 

32C120U 32” 720p LCD TV (TO32C120)  ($27 est. yearly energy cost*) .....................................................................................Call or Log-on   
40E220U 40” 1080p LCD TV (TO40E220)  ($21 est. yearly energy cost*) ....................................................................................Call or Log-on

iKlear
The Complete Cleaning Kit

Everything you need to clean your computer or 
flat TV screens. Includes anti-bacterial  
microfiber cloth and a small  bottle of iKlear 
liquid which you can take on an airplane.  
#IKCCK .................................................... 13.99
Travel Size Micro-Chamois, 3 Pack (IKIK3MINI) ....................... 7.95
IK-5MCK Apple Polish Cleaning Kit (IKIK5MCK) ..................... 23.85
IK-8 - 8 oz Pump Spray Bottle (IKIK8) ..................................... 6.89
IK-MCK Micro-Chamois Polishing Cloth (IKIKMCK) ................... 9.65
Micro-Chamois and Micro-Fiber Combo (IKIKMKCOM) ........... 10.99
Apple Polish Travel Singles - 2 Step Wet/Dry (IKIKSP12) .......... 6.99
iK-TS20 Travel Singles Kit (IKIKTS20) ................................... 12.00
iK-TS50 Travel Singles Bulk - 100 Pack (IKIKTS50) ................ 37.50

Klear Screen
DLK Dell Cleaning Kit (KLDLK) .............................................. 19.95
Klear Screen High Performance Cleaning Kit (KLKS2HP) ........ 12.58
Pump Spray Bottle, Model KS-8 - 8 oz (KLKS8) ...................... 6.50
HD Microfiber Chamois & Terry Cloth  (KLKSHDCOM) ............ 14.95
Screen Travel Singles Kit, Model KS-SP12 (KLKSSP12) ............ 9.95
Screen Travel Singles  50 Pack (KLKSSP50) ......................... 29.95
High Definition Cleaning Kit  (KLKSHDK) ................................ 15.06

Lenspen
DigiKlear Display Cleaner (LENDK1) ........................................ 9.99
LapTop Pro (LELTP) ............................................................ 19.99
ScreenKlean Screen Cleaner (LESK) ..................................... 10.98
Sidekick  (LESDK1RU)  ............................................................. 12.95

Monster Cable
Monster Micro Clean Cloth Kit  (MOCTAB4) ............................. 9.95
FlatScreen Screen Clean Cleaning Kit (MOFSC1) ..................... 9.00
Call or Log-onFlatScreen Screen CleanCleaning Kit - 2 Pack 
(MOFSC2) ........................................................................... 14.95
TV Screen Cleaning Kit (MOTVCLNKIT) .................................. 19.95
ScreenClean LCD  Cleaner (2-Pack) (MOSCDP) .......Call or Log-on

Purosol
Flat Panel Plasma Cleaner (16 oz) (PUPC16) ...........Call or Log-on
Plasma Cleaner - 4 oz (PUPC4) ............................................ 15.95
LCD/Plasma Cleaning Combo Kit (PUPCCK) ............Call or Log-on
LCD/Plasma Cleaning Small Kit (PUPCSK) ............................... 9.95
CleanVu Cleaning Pads for iPad (3-Pack) (TACVIP) .................. 7.49

Bell’O SCL-1008 TV Screen Cleaner Kit (BESCL1008) .......... 18.00
Falcon Anti Static Monitor Wipes (70 Count) (FAWMAS) ......... 6.99
GGI Hand-Held Screen Cleaning Kit (GGDC4106) .................... 6.95
Kinetronics LCD Screen Cleaning Kit (KILSCK) ...................... 9.95
Moshi TeraGlove Microfiber Cleaning Kit (MOTSCK).............. 14.99

Sanus
Speaker Stands

24” MDF Speaker Stand (Black, Pair) 
(SABF24B) ........................................44.99
31” MDF Speaker Stand (Black, Pair) 
(SABF31B) ..................................... Log-on
Adjustable Satellite Speaker Stand - Pair 
(SAHF1B) ....................................... Log-on
Speaker Stands for Theater in a Box - Pair 
(SAHTB3)....................................... Log-on
LL11 Super Slim Low-Profile Wall Mount 
(SALL11B1) ...................................  Log-on
NF18B Natural Foundations 18” Pair (SANF18B) ....................44.99
NF24B Natural Foundations 24”  Pair (SANF24B) ............... Log-on
NF30C Natural Foundations 30”  Pair (SANF30C) ............... Log-on
NF36B Natural Foundations 36” Pair (SANF36B) ................ Log-on
Book Shelf Wall Mount Up to 15 lb (SAWMS2) .................... Log-on
Wall/Ceiling Mount Bracket for Satellites (SAWMS3B) ........  Log-on
Wall/Ceiling Mount Bracket - 5 Pieces (SAWMS5B) ............ Log-on

Display & Screen Cleaning

NF
36

B
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FDTV1A
Omnidirectional Amplified Flat Digital Antenna
Extremely low noise amplifier provides
outstanding reception. Removable amplifier
for maximum flexibility. High gain picks up
farther stations. 360° reception pattern
eliminates constant adjustments.

#TEFDTV1A ...................................... 46.99

FDTV2A
Omnidirectional Amplified Flat Digital Antenna
Extremely low noise amplifier
provides outstanding reception.
Removable amplifier for maximum 
flexibility. 360° reception pattern 
eliminates constant adjustments.  
way mounting stand and hardware included.

#TEFDTV2A ........................................................................29.95

HDTVa 
Directional Indoor HDTV Antenna
This amplified indoor TV antenna
uses high-gain amplifier to increase
range and to enhance HDTV signal
reception for your TV entertainment.
Installs in just minutes.

#TEHDTVA..........................................................................39.95

HDTVi Directional Indoor UHF/VHF
HDTV Antenna
Tuned for optimum HDTV reception 
with a unique design that utilizes log 
periodic elements and dipoles for
receiving both UHF and VHF HDTV 
broadcasts, allowing you to receive 
more stations. Design accents today’s 
high-tech HDTV sets and tuners.

TEHDTVI .............................................................................27.00

HDTVo 
Directional HDTV Antenna 
Maximize your viewing experience. 
HDTVo has the capability to receive 
all available UHF, VHF and local
HDTV broadcasts. It provides amplification and high gain for
high-quality picture even from distant stations. Its UHF element is 
highly directional and reduces signal interference.

(TEHDTVO) .........................................................................76.39

L-30S 2.4 GHz Wireless Audio/Video Transmitter and Receiver System 
Imagine having your A/V components (satellite receiver, DVR, DVD player or a camcorder) in one room and the 
ability to watch them in another room, even multiple rooms, without running wires. Or being able to listen to 
your computer’s MP3 collection on a pair of powered speakers in another room? Terk’s Leapfrog LF-30S is a 
wireless transmitter/receiver system that does just that. It also gives you the ability to control the A/V source 
from the other room, so you can actually change the channels on your satellite receiver from the second TV’s
location. With the purchase of additional receivers, you can use it with multiple TV’s throughout your home. (TELF30S) .........................62.18

Terk Technologies
AM-1000 Indoor AM Antenna (TEADVANTAGE) ......................31.56
AF-2500 AM/FM+ Indoor AM/FM Antenna (TEAMFM) ...........14.99
FM Edge Amplified Indoor FM Antenna (TEEDGE) ..................26.29
FDTV2 Omnidirectional Flat Digital Antenna (TEFDTV2) ..........30.30
FDTVO Amplified Flat Outdoor Antenna (TEFDTVO) ................49.00
FM PRO Amplified Indoor/Outdoor FM Antenna (TEFM50) ......69.95
FM+ FM Stereo Antenna (TEFMPLUS) ....................................7.57
TOWER Amplified Indoor AM/FM Antenna (TETOWER) ...........19.99
TV4 Low-Profile Indoor TV Antenna (TETV4) .........................18.85
VR1 TV Volume Regulator (TEVR1) .......................................23.16

AverMedia AVerTV Hybrid TVBox 11 (AVMTVBOXH11) .........165.79
MoHu Leaf Indoor HDTV Antenna  (MOMHANT1000) .............39.99
MoHu Leaf Plus HDTV Indoor Antenna  (MOMHANT2000) ......73.49
Sima SAA-1 Digital Indoor DTV Antenna (SISAA1) .................29.95
Zinwell ZAT-970A ATSC D-A Converter (ZIZAT970A) ...........44.95

Television Mounts

Wireless Video Equipment

Atdec
SPACEDEC Acrobat Swing Arm #ATSDSADKS ....................... 94.99
SPACEDEC Articulated Arm Monitor Mount #ATSDATDKBK .. 121.99
SPACEDEC Acrobat Articulated Arm Mount #ATSDATDKS .... 119.35
Visidec VF-M Focus Micro #ATVFM ..................................... 63.10
Visidec VF-AT  Articulated Single Arm #ATVFAT .................... 71.95
Visidec VF-AT-W Focus Articulated Wall Arm #ATVFATW ...... 72.99
Visidec VFS-DH Standing Dual Horizontal #ATVFSDH ........... 127.99
Visidec VF-AT-D Dual Articulating Arm #ATVFATD............... 120.99
TH-1032-VFM Telehook Wall Mount #ATTH1032VFM............ 66.15

Bell’O 
Flat Panel Plasma and LCD Mounting System #BEPP59B ....Log-on

Bentley
LCD Plasma Mount Adjustable Arm #BELCM101 .................. 34.00
Full-Motion Articulating Arm Flat Panel  #BELCM223B .......... 59.95
PLW-1000B TV Mount  #BEPLW1000B ................................ 49.99
Ultra Low Profile Mount (37-63” Monitors)  #BEPUL102B ...... 46.95
Low Profile Wall Mount  #BECMW610FB............................... 39.99
Adjustable LCD/Plasma Wall Mount  #BEPLW102B ............... 59.99
Tilt/Swivel Cantilever Flat Panel Wall Mount  #BELCM111S .... 37.50
Articulating Swivel Flatscreen Mount  #BEPLW106B ............ 199.95
Full-motion Tilt/Swing Wall Mount  #BEPLA1060B............... 199.00
 

Chief 
FTRV  Tilting Flat Panel Wall Mount #CHFTRV .....................Log-on
FUSION Micro-Adjustable Tilt Wall Mount #CHLTMU............Log-on
LSMU Flat Panel Micro-Adjustable Fixed  #CHLSMU ............Log-on

Peerless Industries
PA740 Articulating Wall Arm  #PEPA740 .............................. 49.97
PF650  Flat Wall Mount  #PEPF650 ..................................... 43.10
PP740 Paramount Pivot Wall Mount  #PEPP740 ................... 43.43
PT640 Tilt Wall Mount   #PEPT640 ...................................... 48.50
PT660 Tilt Wall Mount  #PEPT660 ....................................... 64.50
SA752PU Smart Mount Articulating Wall Arm #PESA752PU .Log-on
SA740P-S Articulating Wall Arm  #PESA740PS ...................Log-on
SA740P Articulating Wall Arm  #PESA740PB ........................ 99.50
SF640 Flat Wall Mount #PESF640P ..................................... 33.50
SF660P Flat Wall Mount  #PESF660P ................................Log-on
ST632  Tilt Wall Mount   #PEST632 ..................................... 29.95
ST635   Tilt Wall Mount  #PEST635 ..................................... 41.50
ST635P Tilt Wall Mount  #PEST635P ................................... 41.50
ST640  Tilt Wall Mount  #PEST640 ....................................Log-on
ST640P Tilt Wall Mount  #PEST640P ................................... 63.39
ST660 Tilt Wall Mount  #PEST660 ....................................... 79.95
SUF650P Flat Wall Mount  #PESUF650P ................ Call or Log-on

Premier Mounts
Universal Tilting Wall Mount  #PRP4263T ............................. 89.95
Flip-down Mount for Flat Panel TVs  #PRFLIPB ..................... 42.24
VESA Swingout Mount for Flat Panels  #PRAM50 .................. 87.24
Ultra-Flat Mount for LCD Displays  #PRACPRF ...................... 30.30
Universal Flat-Panel Mount  #PRCTMMS2 ........................... 104.24

Sanus
Full-Motion Wall Mount #SASF208B1 .................................Log-on
Full-Motion Wall Mount  #SASF213B1 ................................Log-on
LCD Plasma Wall Mount #SAVMPL3B.................................Log-on
MF209 Full-Motion Wall Mount  #SAMF209B .....................Log-on
ML11 Super Slim Low-Profile Wall Mount  #SAML11B1 ......Log-on
VLT14 Super Slim Tilting Wall Mount  #SAVLT14B1 ............Log-on
MC1A-B1 Ceiling Mount  #SAMC1AB1 .............................. Log-on
LL22  Low-Profile Wall Mount  #SALL22B1 ........................Log-on
VM400b Flat-panel Wall Mount  #SAVM400B .....................Log-on
Virtual Axis 3D Full-Motion Wall Mount #SAMF215B ............Log-on
LC1A  Tilt & Swivel Ceiling Mount #SALC1A ....................... 195.00
LT25 Tilting Wall Mount #SALT25B1 ..................................Log-on
VLF220-B1 Full-Motion Wall Mount #SAVLF220B1 .............Log-on
MD115 Full-Motion Desk Mount #SAMD115G1 ..................Log-on
VLF311-B1 Slim Full-Motion Mount #SAVLF311B1 ............ Log-on
VMT14 Slim Tilting Wall Mount  #SAVMT14B1 ...................... 33.95
VMPL50A Tilting Wall Mount for 32-70” #SAVMPL50AB1 ....Log-on
MT25-B1 Tilting Wall Mount  #SAMT25B1 .........................Log-on
VMT15 HDpro Super Slim Tilting Wall Mount #SAVMT15B1 .Log-on
MF202 Full-Motion Wall Mount  #SAMF202B .....................Log-on
Flat Panel In-Cabinet Pull/Slide Out Mount #SAVMPO1B ...... 149.99
VMAA26B Flat-panel Wall Mount  #SAVMAA26B.................Log-on

Atdec
SPACEDEC

Peerless PP740

Sanus VM400b
DiscPremier Mounts

Universal Tilting Wall Mount

Actiontec 
MyWirelessTV Wireless HD Transmitter (ACMWTV200T01) .....118.95

Audioengine
W3R Premium Wireless Audio Receiver (AUW3R) ....................89.00
W3 Premium Wireless Audio Adapter (AUW3) .......................149.00

BRITE VIEW 
Air SyncHD Wireless 1080p HD Video/Audio Kit (BRBV2322) ..179.99
Air SyncHD/DX Wireless 1080p Video/Audio Kit (BRBV2822) ..211.44

RF-Link 
AVS-5808 5.8GHz Wireless 8-Channel Indoor A/V System 
(RF5.8W8CIAVS) ..................................................................259.48

AVS-5811 5.8 GHz Wireless A/V Sender (RF5.8WTRD).............94.54

AVS-5812 5.8 GHz Wireless A/V Transmitter (RF5.8WTD) ........62.91

AVS-5813 Add On Receiver (RF5.8WRD) ................................64.15

ACS-5820 5.8GHz Wireless Cable TV System (RF5.8WCS) ....148.46
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Harmony 1 Advanced Universal Remote
Replacing up to 15 remotes, it can control components 
from any brand with an infrared database that supports 
over 225,000 devices from over 5,000 brands. And its 
constantly updated. One simple press of the color touch 
screen and it controls the rest, including turning on the 
right components in the right order and setting the 
orrect inputs. Step-by-step guides. 
#HAHARMONY1V2 ................................ Call or Log-on

Harmony 650 
Replace five remotes. Colorful LCD screen lets you see 
what you’re doing and offers conveniences like icons 
for your favorite channels. It can control 5000+ different 
brands of devices. Use the included USB cable to hook 
up your 650 to your PC or Mac and then connect to the 
Logitech 650 Web site via your Internet connection. 
Tell it what equipment you have and the site will walk 
you through the setup. (HAH650V2) ...................... 53.69

Harmony 900 
Advanced Universal Remote

Operate up to 15 devices with its extensive database of 
more than 225,000 devices. You can even keep your 
A/V gear behind closed doors, as the unit comes with 
an RF Extender that makes line-of sight control 
unnecessary. Full-color touch screen makes it easy 
to see the commands you are using. Has easy-to-use 
backlit keys,  Help button, and a guided setup that 
programs the device over the web. (HAH900) .....Log-on

Harmony H1100
The perfect complement to a sophisticated 

living room, the Harmony 1100 puts a 
brilliant, 3.5”, full-color touch screen in 
your hands. Replacing up to 15 remotes, 
you’ll be able to turn on everything you 
need with just one touch. And you can 
customize the controls to get the 

commands you want, when you want.  
#HAH1100 ........................................................... Call or Log-on 

Harmony/Logitech
Harmony RF Wireless Extender (HAWRFE2) ......................... 79.99
Harmony 700 (HAH700V2) ................................... Call or Log-on
 

Sony
RMVLZ620 Integrated Remote Commander (SORMVLZ620) .. 17.90
RMVZ220 Remote Control (SORMVZ220)............................... 7.99
RMVZ320 Remote Control (SORMVZ320)............................. 10.97

Universal Remote
SR3 Remote Control (UNSR3) ...........................................Log-on
URC-R6 Remote Control (UNR6)........................................Log-on
WR7 Learning Remote Control (UNWR7) ............................Log-on
RFS200 Master Control Powerpack (UNRFS200PP) ............Log-on
RF-10 (UNRF10)  .............................................................Log-on
MRF-260  RF Base Station (UNMRF260) ............................ 149.95
MRF-350 Base Station (UNMRF350).................................. 249.00
MX-850 Universal Remote Control (UNMX850) ................... 399.00

Voomote One 
Zapper Remote in Black (ZEZRFIPB) or White (ZEZRFIPW) ...... 69.95

MovieMate 85HD 
• 3LCD Technology

• 720p  
•  2500 lumens

• 16:9 Aspect Ratio

• Built-in DVD Player

•  Dolby Digital and DTS Digital Audio

• Built-in stereo speakers

• Built-in handle and carrying case included 

#EPMM85HD ...........................................................Call or Log-on

PowerLite 8350
• 3LCD Technology
• 2,000 Lumens
• 1080p  
• 5 color modes
• 2 HDMI v1.3 inputs
•  50,000:1 contrast ratio
• Exclusive Cinema Filter Technology
• OptiCinema Lens  (2.1x zoom ratio)
• Energy-Efficient E-TORL Lamp

#EPPLHC8350 .................................................................... 1299.00
 

HD66
• DLP chip technology  
• 3D Ready
• 1280 x 720 HD
• 2500 lumens
• 4000:1 contrast ratio
• Inputs include HDMI, VGA, composite, S-Video and RS-232 

#OPHD66 .................................................................Call or Log-on

HD20
• DLP chip technology   
• 1700 lumens
• 4000:1 contrast ratio
• 16:9 1080p resolution
• 4000 hour lamp life
•  Compatible with world 

video and power standards
#OPHD20 .................................................................Call or Log-on
HD33 DLP Projector (OPHD33)  ..........................................1399.00
GT750 Gaming Projector (OPGT750) .......................Call or Log-on

PT-AE8000U

• 2400 lumens
• 1080p HD 
• 2x Zoom Lens
• Backlit IR Remote  
• 24p Compatible
• Pure Color Filter Pro 
• Two 12v trigger outputs to activate a motorized screen 
• HDMI and component inputs 
#PAPTAE8000U ...................................................................2999.00
PT-AR100U Full HD Projector (PAPTAR100U) ...................... 1299.00

Pro8300  
• DLP chip technology  

• 3000  Lumens

• 4000:1 Contrast Ratio

• Full HD 1920 x 1080  

• 16:9 Aspect Ratio

• Closed Captioning

• Dual HDMI and dual VGA inputs, USB port for firmware updates

#VIPRO8300 ......................................................................... 869.99
Pro8400 (VIPRO8400) ..............................................Call or Log-on

HC4000
• DLP chip technology  
• Full HD 1080p  
• 1300  Lumens
• HDMI 1.3 input
• 1.5x Zoom Lens
• Short-Throw Ratio
• Manual Focus 
• Anamorphic Mode Support
 
#MIHC4000 ..........................................................................Log-on

 
Panasonic PT-LZ370U 3LCD Projector (PAPTLZ370U) .....  Log-on
Vivitek H1081 HD DLP Projector (VIH1081) ........................949.00 

Epson 
PowerLite Home Cinema 3010 (EPPLHC3010) .................... Log-on
PowerLite Home Cinema 3010e (EPPLHC3010E) ................ Log-on
PowerLite Home Cinema 5010 (EPPLHC5010) ...................2599.00
PowerLite Home Cinema 5010e (EPPLHC5010E) ...............2899.00

Pyle Pro
PRJHD66 HD Projector (PYPRJHD66) .................................. Log-on
PRJLE60 Portable LED Projector (PYPRJLE60) .................... Log-on
PRJLE33 Portable LED Projector  (PYPRJLE33) ................... Log-on
PRJSD188 Projector w/ DVD Player (PYPRJSD188) ............. Log-on 

PowerLite 710HD
• 3LCD Technology
• 2800 Lumens
• 3000:1 contrast ratio
• 720p HD  
• HDMI 1.3a input
• Larger than life slide 
shows (USB 2.0)
• Four color modes
• Automatic and Manual Keystone Correction
• 5000 Hour E-TORL Projector Lamp

#EPPLHC710HD ....................................................................649.00

 MegaPlex MG-50 
• 3LCD Technology
• 2200 Lumens
•  Built-in dock for iPod, 

iPhone or iPad 
• Two 10W speakers
• Integrated handle
• HDMI input  • Share your favorite music

#EPMG50  ............................................................................Log-on
MegaPlex MG-850HD Projector (EPMG850HD)  ..... Call or Log-on
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HOME ENTERTAINMENT
Video Cables

Comprehensive 
Standard Series HDMI A To HDMI D Cable 

3’ (COHDAD3EST).............13.59 6’ (COHDAD6EST) ............. 14.24

Standard Series HDMI 30 AWG 1.3a Cat 2 Cable 
3’ (COHHSS3) .....................7.99 6’ (COHHSS6) ................... 10.39
10’ (COHHSS10) ................Disc 15’ (COHHSS15) ............... 15.99

X3V HDMI to HDMI Cable  
3’ (COCHHUHR3) ..............19.99 10’ (COCHHUHR10) ........... 39.99
15’ (COCHHUHR15) ..........32.45 25’ (COCHHUHR25) ........... 45.32
35’ (COCHHUHR35) ..........60.05 50’ (COCHHUHR50) ........... 91.21
 

X3V Series HDMI to DVI-D Cable
6’ (COCHHUHR6) ..............31.99 15’ (COCHDUHR15) ........... 39.99
25’ (COCHDUHR25) ..........69.95 50’ (COCHDUHR50) ......... 129.00

 HR Pro Series HDMI Cable 
20’ (COHDHD20EHR) ........27.99 25’ (COHDHD25EHR) ......... 24.79
35’ (COHDHD35EHR) ........36.63 50’ (COHDHD50EHR) ......... 59.99 

Professional Series Commercial Grade CL3 Rated 26 AWG
High Speed HDMI Cable with Ethernet 

3’ (COHDMIHSEC3) .......... 13.59 6’ (COHDMIHSEC6) ............ 15.99
10’.(COHDMIHSEC10) .......19.99 15’ (COHDMIHSEC15) ....... 18.33

Hosa Technology
High Speed HDMI Cable to HDMI

3’ (HOHDMI303) ...............13.32 6’ (HOHDMI306) ................ 14.95 
10’ (HOHDMI310) .............21.99 15’ (HOHDMI315) .............. 29.99  
25’ (HOHDMI325) .............46.99 50’ (HOHDMI350) ............ 149.95

 KanexPro
High Resolution HDMI Cable With Built-in Signal Booster 

25’ (KAHDMI25FTCL) ........42.75 50’ (KAHDMI50FTCL) ........ 69.75
75’ (KAHDMI75FTCL) ........79.95 100’ (KAHDMI100FTC) ...... 79.99

Monster Cable 
4-ft. Digital Life SuperThin HDMI Cable (MODLSTHSP4) .......... 41.24
8-ft. Digital Life SuperThin HDMI Cable (MODLSTHSP8) .......... 64.95

500HD Standard Speed HDMI Cable 
3.3’ (MOMC500HD1M) .....24.80 6.5’ (MOMC500HD2M) ...... 31.61  
13’ (MOMC500HD4M) ......38.00 20’ (MOMC500HD6M) ....... 44.31

700HD High Speed HDMI Cable
3.3’ (MOMC700HD1M) .....30.39 6.5’ (MOMC700HD2M) ...... 40.01
13’ (MOMC700HD4M) ......79.95 20’ (MOMC700HD6M)  ...... 99.95
25’ (MOMC700HD25F) .....79.95 35’ (MOMC700HD35F) ...... 99.99
50’ (MOMC700HD50F) ........................................................... 179.95
3.3’ 700hd High Speed Right Angle HDMI (MOHDMI71) ......... 49.95
6.6’ 700hd High Speed Right Angle HDMI (MOHDMI72) ......... 59.95
13’ 700hd High Speed Right Angle HDMI (MOHDMI74) .......... 59.95

800HD Advanced High Speed HDMI Cable
3.3’ (MOMC800HD1M) .....35.98 6’ MOMC800HD2M) .......... 69.95
13’ (MOMC800HD4M) ......99.95 20’ (MOMC800HD6M) ....... 89.05

Monster
1000HD Ultra-High Speed HDMI Cable

3.3’ (MOMC1000HD1M) .....69.95 6.5’ (MOMC1000HD2M) ...... 74.99
13’ (MOMC1000HD4M) ......89.54 20’ (MOMC1000HD6M) ..... 111.95
25’ (MOMC1000HD25) .....149.95 35’ (MOMC1000HD35) ...... 219.00
50’ (MOMC1000HD50) .....249.00 75’ (MOMC1000HD75) ...... 299.00
 

Pearstone 
High-Speed HDMI to Micro HDMI Cable with Ethernet

3’ (PEHDD03) .....................6.99 6’ (PEHDD06) ...................... 6.49

High-Speed Mini HDMI (Type C) to HDMI (Type A) Cable
1.5’ (EHDC1.5) ........................................................................... 7.95
6’ (PEHDC06) .....................6.95 10’ (PEHDC10) .................. 13.95
 

High-Speed HDMI to HDMI Cable with Ethernet in Black
1.5’ (PEHDA1.5) .................6.95 3’ (PEHDA03) ...................... 5.49
6’ (PEHDA06) .....................5.79 10’ (PEHDA10) .................... 8.95

High-Speed HDMI to HDMI Cable with Ethernet in White
1.5’ (PEHDA1.5W) ..............6.95 3’ (PEHDA03W) ................... 5.95
6’ (PEHDA06W) ..................6.50 15’ (PEHDA15W) ............... 12.95

Flat High-Speed HDMI to HDMI Cable with Ethernet 
3’ (PEHDA103F) ...............13.95 6’ (PEHDA106F) ................ 15.99
10’ (PEHDA110F) .............19.99 15’ (PEHDA115F) .............. 24.99

Active Braided High Speed Mini HDMI to HDMI Cable
3’ (PEHDC03ABRD)...........17.95 6’ (PEHDC06ABRD) ........... 19.95
10’ (PEHDC10BRD) ..........24.50 15’ (PEHDC15BRD) ........ Log-on

Sony 
5’ Mini HDMI Cable (SODLCHEM15) ........................................ 26.00
10’ Mini HDMI Cable (SODLCHEM30) ...................................... 23.49
5’ High Speed HDMI to Micro 1.4 Cable (SODLCHEU15) ......... 17.99
10’ High Speed HDMI to Micro 1.4 Cable (SODLCHEU30) ....... 23.95
3.3’ Vertical Swivel High Speed HDMI (SODLCHE10V) ............. 13.22
6’ Vertical Swivel High Speed HDMI Cable (SODLCHE20V) ...... 20.99
3.3’ Flat High-Speed HDMI Cable (SODLCHE10HF) ................. 15.23
6’ Flat High-Speed HDMI Cable (SODLCHE20HF) ..................... 20.29
9.8’ Flat High-Speed HDMI Cable (SODLCHE30HF) ................. 29.95
3.3’ Round High Speed HDMI Cable (SODLCHE10P) ................. 9.60
16’ Round High Speed HDMI Cable (SODLCHE50P)................. 58.95
 

Xtreme Cables
High-Speed Mini HDMI (Type C) Male to HDMI (Type A)

6’ (XTHDMI14M6) .............11.99 12’ (XTHDMI14M12) ......... 18.95

HDMI 1.4 Cable
6’ (XTHDMI146) ..................5.99 10’ (XTHDMI1410) .............. 8.99
12’ (XTHDMI1412) ...........11.99 15’ (XTHDMI1415) ............ 13.99
 

High-Speed Braided HDMI Cable with Ethernet
6’ (XTHDMI14BE6) ............13.95 12’ (XTHDMI14BE12) ........ 16.95
6’ High-Speed HDMI Cable With Ethernet (XTHDMI14E6) .......... 9.29
6’ High-Speed HDMI w/Ethernet (2-Pack) (XTHDMI14E62) ...... 14.90
12’ High-Speed HDMI Cable With Ethernet (XTHDMI14E12) .... 12.49
25’ High-Speed HDMI Cable With Ethernet (XTHDMI25).......... 28.99
50’ High-Speed HDMI Cable With Ethernet (XTHDMI50).......... 52.95

Comprehensive
3-RCA Male to 3-RCA Male Cable

6-ft  (COC3R3R6) .................7.49 10-ft (COC3R3R10) ..............9.99
15 (COC3R3R15) ................12.79 35-ft (COC3R3R35) ............15.99

3 RCA to 3 RCA HR Pro Cable 
25-ft  (COC3R3RHR25) ..............................................................29.24
35-ft.  (COC3R3RHR35)......33.24 75-ft (COC3R3RHR75)........68.24

S-Video 4-pin to 4-pin 
6’ (COCSV4M4F6) ................8.79 10’ (COCSV4M4F10) ..........10.39
15’ (COCSV4M4F15) ..........12.79 25’ (COCSV4M4M25) .........15.23
50’ (COCSV4M4F50) ..........19.99 150’ (COCSV4M4M150) .....71.95

6’ XHD Component  3 RCA to 3 RCA (COC3R3RX3V6) .............19.95
35’ XHD Component 3 RCA to 3 RCA (COC3R3RX3V35) ..........59.95

Hosa Technology 
3-ft. RF Coaxial Video Cable (HOCVRFRF3) .................................7.35
5-ft. (HOCVRFRF5) ...............4.99 10-ft. (HOCVRFRF10) ...........8.66

3 RCA-M to 3 RCA-M Audio/Video Cable 
3.3-ft. (HO3R3R3) ................8.96 6.6-ft. (HO3R3R6) ..............10.50
13-ft. (HO3R3R13) ...............9.50 16-ft. (HO3R3R16) ...............9.95
26.5-ft. (HO3R3R26) ..........15.95 49.5-ft. (HO3R3R49) ..........22.99
100-ft. (HO3R3R99) ..................................................................43.50
 

Monster Cable
3’ 200fcx F-Pin Cable (MOMC200F1M) ....................................19.95
6’ 200fcx F-Pin Cable (MOMC200F2M) ....................................29.95
13’ 200fcx F-Pin Cable (MOMC200F4M) ..................................34.95
3.3’ Right Angle RF Cable (MOSV1F1M) .....................................9.99
2 Way - 2GHz Low-Loss RF Splitter (MOTGH2RFMKII) ..............19.95
3 Way - 2GHz Low-Loss RF Splitter (MOTGH3RFMKII) ..............24.95
4 Way - 2GHz Low-Loss RF Splitter (MOTGH4RFMKII) ..............29.00
FlatScreen Series Component Video + Audio (MOCAVC) ..........27.95

Xtreme Cables 
3-RCA to 3-RCA Component Video Cable

6’ (XTC6)..............................6.95  12’ (XTC12) .........................9.99

Pearstone 
RCA-M to RCA-M Composite Video Cable

1.5-ft. (PECRR1.5) ...............2.95 3-ft. (PECRR3) .....................3.95
6-ft. (PECRR6) ......................3.95 10-ft. (PECRR10) .................5.50
15-ft. (PECRR15) .................6.95 25-ft. (PECRR25) .................7.95
50-ft. (PECRR50) ...............15.95 100-ft. (PECRR100) ...........19.95

Gold Series RCA-M to RCA-M Premium Composite Video Cable
1.5-ft. (PEPCRR1.5) .............7.50 3-ft. (PEPCRR3) ...................6.95
6-ft. (PEPCRR6) ....................7.95 10-ft. (PEPCRR10) ...............8.50
15-ft. (PEPCRR15) .............12.95 25-ft. (PEPCRR25) .............12.50
50-ft. (PEPCRR50) .............27.95 100-ft. (PEPCRR100) .........42.95

3 RCA-M to 3 RCA-M Component Video Cable
3-ft. (PEC3R3R3) .........................................................................5.29
6-ft. (PEC3R3R6) .........................................................................5.49
10-ft. (PEC3R3R10) ....................................................................8.95
15-ft. (PEC3R3R15) ....................................................................8.95
25-ft. (PEC3R3R25) ..................................................................14.95
50-ft. (PEC3R3R50) ..................................................................21.99
100-ft. (PEC3R3R100) ..............................................................42.95

Gold Series 3 RCA-M to 3 RCA-M Component Video
1.5-ft. (PEPC3R3R1.5) .......19.95 3-ft. (PEPC3R3R3) .............14.95
6-ft. (PEPC3R3R6) ..............14.49 10-ft. (PEPC3R3R10) .........23.99
15-ft. (PEPC3R3R15) .........19.95 25-ft. (PEPC3R3R25) .........26.95
50-ft. (PEPC3R3R50) .........49.95 100-ft. (PEPC3R3R100)  ....89.95

Gold Premium S-Video Cable
3-ft. (PEPCSVSV3) ................6.49 6-ft. (PEPCSVSV6) ................6.49
10-ft. (PEPCSVSV10) ............6.99 15-ft. (PEPCSVSV15) ............8.99
25-ft. (PEPCSVSV25) ............9.99 50-ft. (PEPCSVSV50) ..........15.95
100-ft. (PEPCSVSV100) .............................................................23.95
150-ft. (PEPCSVSV150) .............................................................39.95

HDMI Cables

Pearstone
Gold Premium
S-Video Cable

Pearstone
Gold Series RCA

Male to RCA Male
Premium Video Cable

Monster 1000HD 
Ultra-High Speed 

HDMI Cable

Bell’O HDMI High-Speed 
Digital Cable

Pearstone Gold Series
3 RCA Male to 3 RCA Male Component Video Cable


